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(legal verdict) . On the other hand, many of the ulama themselves 
issued fatwa expressing their opinion about legal status of India 
a long with their arguments. All these fatwas later on became an 
important part of the fiqh l i terature produced in India. In modern 
per iod the interest of the ulama and scholars in this problem is 
evident f rom the fact that it also became subject of discussion and 
del iberat ion in the seminars and conferences . The seminars 
organized in recent years by Islami Fiqh Academy (New Delhi) 
have great importance from this point of view as their proceedings 
especial ly that of the 1989 session show. But it must be pointed 
out here that issue of legal status of India was discussed by the 
ulama of the modern period mainly in reference to their discussion 
about using interest {riba) in India. The matter was also examined 
by some scholars in course of their examination of the issue of 
social and economic relationship between Musl ims and non-
Musl ims in this country. In the British period this issue got much 
s igni f icance when the call was given by some ulama for migrat ion 
(hijrah) f rom India and for waging jihad against the Bri t ishers . 
Those ulama who had given such call, first of all, expressed their 
opinion about the legal position of India to convince the Musl im 
masses with regard to the above matter and they presented the 
same in the form of fatwa and other kind of wri t ings . All these 
mater ials were included in the //V//7-works of the per iod. However 
there are only few books which were especially writ ten about the 
legal status of India. 
It is very important to point out that examining the issue of 
legal status of India Shah Abdul Aziz had declared it to be darul 
harb. Many ulama supported his point of view and this had given 
great impetus to the struggle for freedom of this country in later 
per iod. Subsequently, this matter was taken into considerat ion by a 
number of ulama and surprisingly, some of them treated India as 
darul Islam. In the same way when the legal status of Independent 
India came under discussion among ulama and scholars divergent 
views were expressed about this issue in term of darul harb. darul 
Islam, darul ahd and darul amn. fhe contradictory opinion of the 
ulama about the issue emerged mainly out of their d i f fe rences in 
the assessment of the situation that prevailed in those days as it 
becomes quite clear from the critical study of their wri t ings. 
Infac t . the present issue, as pointed out earlier is interest ing as 
well as important one and the source materials which are avai lable 
about the same are of different nature. These are required to be 
thoroughly studied and critically anal_\zed to bring forth the point 
of view of ulama and scholars about this controversial issue. 
In \ iew of the importance ol" study of the problem of legal 
status of India from Islamic point of view, I selected it for my 
research \ \ork . I divided my Ph.D. thesis into five chapters which 
are as fo l low: 
1. Duties and Responsibil i t ies ol' Muslims in non-Musl im 
countries. 
2. Division of land from juridical point of view. 
3. Legal position of India during the British per iod. 
4. Legal position of India in post-Independence period. 
5. An analytical study of Hindustan Ki Shari Haisiyat. 
For the present research work 1 attempted to collect material 
from the available sources which were varied in nature. These 
included the Holy Quran, authentic collection of hadith. the well 
known fiqh-works of the classical period, fatawa compilat ions, 
record of darul Ifia of famous madrasahs, legal works of ulama 
and scholars of modern period and proceedings of the seminars 
held on the related issues. But all these materials except few 
works were available in scattered form. Nei ther , these were 
compiled in a systematic wa}' nor their content were analysed 
criticall}' till now. It was a diff icul t task to go through them and to 
find out relevant material. Moreover, many old books containing 
the opinion of Indo-pak ulama were out of print and could not be 
traced. Besides 1 tried m\ best to seek the fresh fatawa from the 
present days muftis associated with di f ferent centres of Ifta in the 
subcont inent . But 1 am pained to disclose that their response was 
not encouraging. However I allemplcd to examine the relevant 
material collected from the available sources in a critical way, so 
that it may help to understand the view of Indian ulama about the 
issue under discussion. 
This is quite apparent from the present study that many 
ulama and scholars of the centuries took up this issue for 
examinat ion and discussion. But the details of their discussion 
show that they had no consensus of opinion on the matter . In 
addit ion to darul harb and darul Islam, India of the Brit ish period 
was also interpreted by some ulama in term of darul amn or darul 
aman. In the same way, they had divergent views about the legal 
posi t ion of India in the post-British period. It seems that the issue 
was examined by them afresh in the changed s i tuat ion. It is 
interest ing to point out that post-Independence India came to be 
def ined by ulama and scholars in di f ferent legal terms such as 
darul Islam, darul harb, darul kufr, darul farar, darul fitan and 
darul-watan al-quami. The analysis of the wri t ings of the ulama 
also show that most of them treated India as darul amn or darul 
ahd. considering it a part of darul harb. Their d iscuss ion clearly 
suggests that they not only examined this problem in the light of 
wel l -known fiqh-works. of the earlier period. They also took into 
considerat ion the actual condition prevail ing in India with regard 
to poli t ical setup and rights of minorities ensured in the modern 
democracies . Signif icantly enough, most of the ulama and scholars 
who expressed their views in their writ ings about legal status of 
India took full care of giving their arguments in support of their 
respective point of views. This is also important to observe here 
that the issue continued to agitate mind of ulama and Jurists of 
Indo-Pak Subcontinent even in present t imes. In the last part of 
20"' Century some significant studies were done about the subject 
which deserve especial mention. One such Urdu work is Hindustan 
Ki Shari Haisiyat written by the noted scholar and former Dean 
Faculty of Theology (A.M.U.) . Maulana Sayeed Ahmad 
Akbarabadi (1908-1985). After a thorough study of the fatawa and 
well known works of Indian ulama on this issue, assessment of 
polit ical situation of the country and analysis of the content of 
Indian consti tution. Maulana Akbarabadi came to the conclusion 
that India of modern period may jur idical ly be interpreted in term 
of darul-watan al-qoumi (national home land). This is, of course, a 
new approach to the problem which has great importance from 
jur idical and historical point of view. For the same reason the 
contents of his work were examined and analysed under a separate 
chapter . In fact. Maulana Akbarabadi and some other ulama of 
modern period fully realised that polit ical setup of the countries 
have got drastic change and in the present t imes democra t ic and 
secular states are being established. So the old jur id ica l division 
of land/terri tories into the two well-known categories (darul Islam 
and darul harh) has hard!}' an\- rclevance^t | ;u . tkfe:^resent days 
si tuation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This is a well-known fact that Islam is a very comprehens ive 
code of life. It regulates the life of its fol lowers in each and every 
sphere . For the same reason they are required to know the details 
of the Shariat's rule with regard to their daily l i fe and make 
themselves aware of the Shariat's att i tude towards new problems 
aris ing from time to time. Islamic Shariat is of course, of divine 
origin and is based on the Quran and Hadith and subsequent ly 
came to be explained, interpreted and applied to the new situation 
through qiyas and ijma. Each and every Muslim is not competent 
enough to bring out the provisions of Islamic law (special ly with 
regard to the new problems) from these sources. So in each period 
there had been learned jurists (Fuqaha and Muftis) who took into 
considerat ion the problems of their own time and explained them 
f rom jur idical point of view for the guidance of common Muslims. 
Somet imes these juris ts were themselves approached by the 
Musl ims to find out the Shariat's at t i tude towards the new 
problems in the form of istifta (legal query) and they responded to 
them through the medium of fatwa (verdict) . This pract ice 
cont inued throughout the Islamic history as may be seen in the 
form of huge fatawa l iterature produced through the ages. 
As a matter of fact no age was free from the emergence of 
the new problems and this also happened in India from the very 
beginning of" the Muslim rule. Among the earlier problems that 
emerged after establishment of their rule in this country was legal 
status of Hindus in view of the Shariat. A number of ju r i s t s 
responded to this question in a detailed way as we find in several 
/ a rawa-co l l ec t ions and other fiqh works. They came to be treated 
as Shibh-i-Ahl-i-Kitab and so accorded the status of zimmi .In the 
same way, after the establishment of British rule in India, a 
number of questions of legal interest arose and they attracted 
contemporary ulama specially jurists. Many of the Musl ims also 
wanted to know the Shariat's point of view about them. One of the 
interest ing issue that was much debated in the circle of Indian 
ulama in those days as well as in later period was legal status of 
India in view of the Shariat or in exact juridical terms whether it 
would be considered darul Islam or darul harb. Interest ingly, this 
question emerged in the British period and in pos t - independence 
period also. 
Basically, the matter is related to the International law and 
comes under the issue of Muslim and non-Muslim re la t ionship . In 
pr inciple , this issue was discussed in all major works of fiqh under 
the chapter of siyar which may be considered synonym of modern 
internat ional law. But in the Indian context the problem got much 
more importance due to the peculiar condition that prevai led in 
sub-cont inent and it attracted a large number of ulama, ju r i s t s and 
scholars of Indo-Pak sub-continent . It became much debated issue 
during 19''^  - 20"' centuries. Accordingly, the ulama examined this 
legal problem and discussed it in di f ferent ways. Some of them 
wrote separate books and treatises about this issue, while others 
expressed their views in the form of articles or research papers 
publ ished in journals . There was a section of ulama who issued 
fatwa with regard to the legal status of India on their own or in 
response to the queries from common Muslims submit ted to them. 
All these fatwas generally became part of fatawa-coWtcixon^ 
compiled in the later period. Moreover, in recent years the issue 
came under active discussion among the ulama in some of the 
seminars organized by the Islamic Fiqh Academy (New Delhi) and 
some other academes and insti tutions. Their p roceedings contain 
ample material about the subject . This also shows importance of 
the issue as it formed a popular subject of debate in academic 
circle again and again. But it must be clar i f ied here that the matter 
was discussed by the ulama of the modern period mostly in 
relat ion to examining the issue of lawfulness or un lawfu lness of 
using interest {riba) in India. On the other hand, the legal status of 
India was also defined in course of discussion about the nature of 
social relat ionship and economic transact ion between Musl ims and 
non-Musl ims in this country, because the solution of this problem 
depended very much on determining the legal posi t ion of India in 
view of the Sharial. (i.e., darul Islam, darul harb, darul amn. 
darul ahd or any other else). Furthermore, in the Brit ish period the 
issue of legal status of India got s ignif icance from another aspect . 
The response to the call for migration (hijrat) f rom the country or 
waging Jihad against Britishers was lawful and desirable if it was 
considered darul harb. In case, it was declared darul Islam, the 
legal posi t ion with regard to both things would become quite 
d i f fe ren t . This situation also prompted many ulama of the period 
especial ly those who were in favour of hijrat and jihad to express 
their view with regard to the core issue and this came to be widely 
circulated in the form of fatwa or other kind of wri t ings, and all 
these were included in the fiqh works of the period. 
It is also important to point out that for the f irs t t ime Shah 
Abdul Aziz (d . l824) the noted theologian and son of the eminent 
thinker and reformer Shah Walliullah Dehlawi ( d . l 7 6 3 ) expressed 
his view about legal status of India af ter r is ing of poli t ical 
in f luence and dominance of the Brit ishers in India. He declared it 
darul harb. This has great impact on the ongoing movement 
against them. Subsequently, many ulama came openly in support 
of his opinion. Significantly, at the same time there were some 
ulama who considered India of the British period darul Islam. 
While some others called it darul amn. The upholders of these 
divergent views presented their own evidences and arguments and 
quoted the earlier fiqh works extensively to strengthen their point 
of view. The same deliberations may be also seen in post-
independence India as we find again that the ulama of the 
subcont inent had different (rather contradictory) approach towards 
the matter under discussion. Their divergent views mainly 
emerged out of their d i f ferences in the assessment of the situation 
that prevailed in those days, as it would become clear from the 
forth coming discussion. As a matter of fact, it would be of much 
s ign i f icance to examine the different views of ulama and scholars 
about the matter and analyse their arguments given in support of 
their respect ive points of view. This would not only bring forth the 
jur id ica l d i f fe rences of the ulama of Indo-Pak sub-cont inent it 
would also give an insight into the nature of their arguments as 
well as that of their supporting evidences. The study would further 
help to understand the strength and weakness of d i f fe rent points of 
view. 
Keeping in view the importance of the problem of legal 
status of India from Islamic point of view and its re l igious and 
social implicat ions, I have chosen it for my present Ph.D. work 
and have at tempted to examine it in the light of avai lable sources. 
A part from introduction and conclusion, the present work 
contains f ive main chapters. 
These chapters are:-
1. Duties and Responsibil i t ies of Muslims in non-Musl im 
countr ies . 
2. Division of land from Juridical point of view. 
3. Legal posit ion of India during the British per iod. 
4. Legal posit ion of India in post-Independence per iod. 
5. An analytical Study of Hindustan Ki Shari Haisiyat. 
In f irst chapter, Duties and Responsibil i t ies of Musl ims in 
non-Musl im countries have been discussed in accordance with 
Islamic law. In this reference, relevant parts of the wel l -known 
/ /^A-works as well as the views of the ulama and scholars of 
modern period were also examined and discussed in detai l . 
The second chapter deals with the jur idical division of land. 
In this chapter I have discussed the standard categories of land 
(i.e. darul Islam and darul harb) as given by the jur i s t s of the 
classical period and have also examined the other ca tegor ies 
def ined by ulama and scholars of later period such as darul amn, 
darul kufr and darul ahd. In course of this discussion I have tried 
to show that how the special circumstances and pecul iar s i tuat ions 
of d i f fe rent countries prompted the ulama and jur i s t s to suggest 
the new categories of land reinterpret ing the relevant text of the 
earl ier / /^/z-works accordingly. The comments of modern scholars 
about the juridical division of land was also taken into 
considerat ion in the same chapter. 
The third chapter examines the views of ulama of the Indo-
Pak sub-continent about the legal posit ion of India of Brit ish 
period in view of Islamic law. In this connect ion d i f fe ren t kinds of 
sources (//^/z-works, fatawa compilat ions, record of darul Ifta of 
the well known religious insti tutions, legal treatises, research 
papers and proceedings of seminars) were s tudied. Apart f rom 
discussing the views of the well-known ulama, their arguments 
were also critically examined. I have at tempted to pinpoint 
d i f fe rences of opinions among the leading ulama of d i f fe rent 
schools of thought as well as of d i f ferent regions of the country 
about the legal status of India. The chapter also takes into 
considerat ion the critique of the ulama's views about the Brit ish 
India writ ten by certain western scholars or or iental is ts . 
In the fourth chapter the same issue was discussed with 
much details in the context of the independent India under the 
same pattern adopted in the former chapter . The discuss ion in this 
chapter is quite extensive in view of abundant mater ia l about the 
subject and continuity of the discussion upto the present days. 
Moreover , the chapter also examines d i f fe ren t new terms other 
than darul Islam and darul harb coined by the ulama and scholars 
to def ine the legal status of India of modern per iod. 
The f i f th chapter contains special study of some important 
works on legal status of India. For this purpose 1 have selected the 
wel l -known Urdu book Hindustan Ki Shari Haisiyat written by 
Maulana Sayeed Ahmad Akbarabadi (1908-1985) the eminent 
scholar and former Dean, Faculty of Theology (A.M.U. Aligarh) . 
This work is quite important from the point of view that the 
learned author has not only examined the writ ings of the 
dis t inguish ulama of pre and post- independence India on the 
matter under discussion he has himself studied the problem in the 
context of modern poli t ical set up and presented a new approach 
towards this controversial issue. 
C H A P T E R ! 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF 
MUSLIMS IN NON-MUSLIM COUNTRIES 
Islam has its own concept of rights, duties and 
responsibi l i t ies and both are co-related from Islamic point of view. 
One can ' t have right without duty and vice versa. It is well known 
that in Islam function of law is to make Musl ims adherent to the 
dictates of religion in their daily life as well as to control the 
illegal act ions. ' 
Needless to say that Islamic law covers each and every 
aspects of human life including Muslims relat ions with non-
Musl ims and their atti tude towards non-Musl ims state. In fact , this 
problem formed an important part of Islamic ju r i sp rudence which 
has been discussed in all the major works of fiqh. A study of the 
same shows that if Muslims are citizen or residents of non-Musl im 
states, they have certain responsibi l i t ies while res id ing in such 
countr ies . There are clear directives in the hadith of the Prophet 
Muhammad (SAW) with regard to Muslims residing in non-Musl im 
countries. Prophet Muhammad (SAW) is reported to have said that 
the Muslims have to observe the provisions of Islamic law 
wherever they live." The same point was emphasised by Imam Abu 
1. Mohammad Hashim Kamali, Freedom of Expression in Islam, Islamic Texts Society. 
Cambridge, 1997, pp:16-17. 
2. Sahih Muslim, Kitab ill .lihad wal Sivar. 
Yusuf the chief desciple of Imam Abu Hanifah ( d . l 5 0 ) when he 
stated that Muslims are required to regulate their act ivi t ies 
according to laws of Islam irrespective of the country to which 
they belong.^ 
Muslims living in non-Muslim states have responsibi l i ty to 
fo l low their personal law firmly and never provide any chance to 
non-Musl im rulers for the criticism tha£Muslim personal law is 
incomplete . It is also desirable for Muslims living in non-Musl im 
countr ies to keep in touch with the Muslims of other countr ies . In 
this regard the annual hajj pi lgrimage has great importance and the 
Musl ims of non-Muslim countries should avail this opportuni ty . 
They should make ef for ts individually as well as jo in t ly for 
removing hurdles, if any in the per formance of hajj^ 
Muslims living in non-Muslim countr ies are also under 
obl igat ion to follow the Shariat's rules in d i f fe rent spheres of life 
including eating and drinking. They are required to use only those 
things which are permissible in the Shariat. In this connect ion 
they may face some problems in the non-Musl im countr ies . But 
they must try to their utmost to keep away themselves from 
t ransgress ing the limits laid down by the Shariat. It is well known 
that according to Islamic law, the use of the prohibi ted things 
becomes permissible {mubah) in condit ion of dire necessi ty this 
3. Shamsuddin Sarkhasi, Kitab ul Mabsut, Darul Kitab al-Ilmia, Beirut 1993, 10/95. 
4. Abdur Rahman Doi, "Duties and Responsibilities of Muslims in non-Muslim States," Journal 
Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs, London, January 1987, vol.8:l , p:48. 
10 
provis ion of the sharial is based on certain verses of Holy Quran, 
"He hath only forbidden you dead meat and blood and the flesh of 
swine, and that on which any other name hath been invoked 
bes ides that of Allah. But if one is forced by necessi ty without 
wi l l fu l disobedience, nor transgress due limits: Then is he 
gui l t less . For Allah is oft forgiving most merciful" , (al Baqara-
173). 
In the light of these verses, (al-Maida-3, al-Inam 119, 145 and 
a l - N a h l - 1 1 5 ) , it may be said that permission for using the 
prohibi ted things is based on two conditions. 
1. In case a person has no lawful thing to eat and drink and his 
l ife is in danger. He is permitted to use the un lawful things 
for his survival. 
2. He has no wil l ful intention of breaking commandment of 
Allah or laws of the Shariat.^ 
In non-Musl im countries. Muslim are allowed to have business 
t ransact ion with non-Muslims, but not permitted to have such 
t ransac t ion with them which involved usury or unlawful mode of 
bus iness . The Holy Quran has clearly prohibited usury as well as 
the t ransact ion based on the same. The Holy Quran says: 
5. M.A.Kettani, Muslim Minorities in the World Today, Manshall Publishing^ondon, 1986, 
pp.3-6. 
11 
"Allah will deprive usury of all blessing, but will give increase for 
deeds of charity, For He loveth not any ungrateful s inner" , (al-
Baqarah-276) . 
In another verse Allah declares war against those who take part in 
usury t ransact ion. He says: 
"If ye do not, Take notice of war From Allah and His messenger : 
But if ye repent ye shall have your capital sums. Deal not unjust ly , 
And ye shall not be dealt with unjust ly". ( a l -Baqarah-279) 
There is d i f ference of opinion among the Muslim jur i s t s with 
regard to the use of usury {riba)\n darul harb. Imam Abu Hanifah 
and his disciple Imam Muhammad are of the view that " there is no 
riba between a Muslim and harbi in darul harb. In support of their 
view, they cited hadith which was narrated on the authori ty of 
Makhul.^ But Imam Shafii , Imam Malik and Qazi Abu Yusuf and 
other ju r i s t s did not accept this tradition and thought that the 
Quran prohibi ted the use of usury without any d i f fe rence between 
this or that land.^ 
Islamic law also enjoins upon the Muslims to be honest in 
the economic dealings with non-Muslims and does not permit any 
act of betrayal , treachery and deceit even in relation to them. This 
is quite evident from the clear directives given in the Quran and 
hadith. 
6. Al i bin Abi Bakr bin al-Marginani, al-Hedaya, Kutub Khana Rashidiya, Delhi, (n.d.) 2/70. 
7. Khalid Saifuilaii Raiimani, Bani< Interest wa Sudi Qarz Aur Hindustan Ki Shari Haisiyat, 
Majallah Fiqh Islami, Islami Fiqh Academy, New Deliii, 1989, p:248. 
12 
"(But the treaties are) not dissolved with those Pagans with whom 
Ye have entered into all iances and who have not subsequent ly 
fai led you in aught, nor aided any one against you. So fu l f i l l your 
engagements with them to the end of their term: for God loveth the 
r ighteous" . (al-Taubah- 4) 
In some of the tradit ions of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW) 
dishonest and cheaters have been condemned very severely and 
have been warned of dire consequences of their shamefu l acts on 
the day of Judgement. Abu Sayeed Khudri reported that Prophet 
Mohammad (SAW) said; \ f lag will be set up near the thighs of 
If 
those who breach trust or contract as per their betrayal. He fur ther 
said, Hear, the biggest breacher would be the leader of masses if 
he did not ful f i l l their trusts.^ Qazi Ayaz, in terpreted this Hadith in 
two ways; First the breach he did with general masses or inf idels . 
Second when any thing or property committed to the trust and care 
of him, he act defalcator and breach the trust.^ If anyone manages 
to take back some money illegally to the Musl ims land other 
Musl ims should not have any dealing with him, in case it is known 
that he got this money unlawful ly . '^ 
Same point of Islamic law also comes out f rom a tradit ion 
wherein it is recorded. Mughira ibn Shuba killed one of his 
8. Sahih Muslim, Kitab ul Jihad al Siyar. 
9. Sahiii Muslim Ma Sharah Nawawi, (Urdu Translation by Raies Ahmad Jafari), Sheikh 
Ghulam Ali and Sons, Lahore, 1954, 2/1079. 
10. Shamsuddin Sarkhasi, op. cit., 10/96-97. 
companions and took away his money. Af te r that he accepted 
Islam and went to the Prophet Muhammad informing him of his 
embracement of Islam. On gett ing the details, Prophet Muhammad 
(SAW) told him, we accept you as a new Muslim but not the 
money you have taken from your companion i l lega l ly . ' ' Explaining 
this tradition, Ibn Hajar observed that the Muslim are not 
permit ted to take money of any non-Musl im unlawful ly even 
though he belonged to non-Muslim land. '^ 
The Islamic law requires the Muslim subjects of non-Musl im 
states to reside as law abiding subjects , to fu l f i l the condit ions of 
their residence or stay in those countries and keep away 
themselves from any treacherous and destruct ive act ivi t ies . The 
Holy Quran has clearly enjoined on the Musl ims to give respect to 
the oath or agreement taken or concluded by them with regard to 
I 
non-Musl ims. It is quite evident f rom the fol lowing verse: 
"But the treaties are not dissolved with those pagans with 
whom ye have entered into al l iance, And not subsequent ly failed 
you in ought nor aided any one against you. So fu l f i l l your 
engagements with them to the end of their term. For Allah loveth 
righteous'.' (aUTaubah-4) 
IJ. Sah/fr a! Bukhari. 
12. Ibn Hajar Asqalani, Fatah ul Bari Sharah Sahih al Bukhari, Kitab ul fitan, Darul Kutub al 
Islamia, Lebnon, 1997, 5/402. 
Moreover, it is also desirable on the part of Muslims of non-
Musl im countries to abide by laws of the land unless it leads to 
open contravention of the Shariat's rules. 
In non-Muslim counties Muslims are required to elect their 
Imam who may lead them in the community af fa i rs , make 
arrangement for their prayers in mosque and take care of their 
other requirements . In the same way, he would also take necessary 
steps for disposal of their cases by the appointment of qazis or 
through other means. In case, in any non-Musl im country the 
Musl ims face diff icul ty in performing their prayers ( individual or 
congregat ional) , their leader {Imam) would do the needful for 
removal of their obstacles and if necessary would make their own 
arrangement with the permission of the s t a t e . I t may be 
explained here that the appointment of amir (chief or head) has 
great importance for Muslims. Even during their group Journey 
they are required to select anyone of them as amir or chief , 
Prophet Muhammad (SAW) is reported to have said when two 
Musl ims go on a Journey. They should select any one as amir.^^ 
In the light of the same tradition, the famous Hanaf i jur is t 
Al iauddin Haskaf i , held the opinion that if in any country inf idels 
have dominance and Muslims reside therein as minori ty, it is 
13. http://www.zaytuna.com (Official website of Zaytuna Institute of Shaikh Abdullah bin 
Bayyah). 
14. R.R.Sharwani, "Duties and responsibilities of Muslim in non-Muslim states", Journal, Muslim 
India, Vtbmavy, 1989, 79/91. 
15. Ibn Hajar al Asqalani, op. cit., 13/5. 
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necessary for these Muslims lo select anyone from among 
themselves as amir to look after their interest . '^ The same point 
was also explained by Ibn Abidin Shami (d . l 354 A.H.) in . these 
words , 
"The Muslims of those regions which came under the control 
of non-Musl ims are under obligation to organise f r iday and Eid 
congregat ional prayers and to select anyone as their qazi by 
mutual consultat ion for disposal of cases arising among therri'.'^ 
Stressing the same point, a l -Taf tazani a noted scholar stated 
that the Muslims living in non-Muslim lands have responsibi l i ty to 
organize themselves under an able leader who may work for their 
common cause. They have to establish Shariat courts at local level 
for disposal of their cases, properly and regularly. In this way, 
muftis and qazis are indispensable for Muslim society as their 
services are required for different kinds of rel igious and judic ia l 
works . 
Musl ims are not required to migrate f rom the countr ies 
where they can profess their faith easily, rather it is desirable for 
them to reside there. In this regard Hazrat Aisha (R.A) is reported 
to have said that Muslims are not under obligat ion to migra te from 
non-Musl im countries if they are free to of fer their prayers openly. 
16. Alauddin Haskafl, al Durr ul Mukhtar ah Hashiya Radd al Muhtaf,, Egypt, 1909, 4/427. 
17. Ibid, 4/450. 
18. Saddudin al-Taftazani, Sharah Aqaid al Nasafi, Kutb Khana Rashidia, Delhi, i 904, p: 110. 
Migrat ion is lawful only in case of fear of prosecut ion. When the 
s i tuat ion is peaceful for the Muslims in any place migrat ion f rom 
there place did not remain obligatory. '^ 
On the basis of such provisions of Islamic law some modern 
scholar have observed that all the democrat ic countr ies where 
Musl ims have rights of ci t izenship and enjoyed other pr ivi leges 
are similar to Abyssinia of the Prophet ' s t imes, where Musl ims 
had been provided safety and other kinds of faci l i t ies . Musl ims of 
such countries are required to reside there peacefu l ly and co-
operate with the local administrat ion. It is also desirable on their 
part to avail the opportunit ies for propagation of Is lamic bel iefs 
and t e a c h i n g s . I m a m Ramli Shafii , is of the view that in all 
those non-Muslim countries where Muslims can p ro fess their 
re l igion and are permitted to fol low their rel igious laws are not 
required to migrate from such countries. For the same he argued 
that the Muslims continuous residence in such countr ies would be 
a source of strength for the other Muslims and would also pave the 
way for propagat ion and spread of Islam. 
In fact , it is part of duties of Musl ims in non-Musl im 
countr ies . to convey the message of Islam to the non-Musl ims 
and work for its spread. Obviously, it would be more e f fec t ive and 
19. Ibn Hajar Asqalani, op. cit., 7/290. 
20. Jalaluddin Umari, Ghair Muslim Riyasat Mein Musalman Ka Shari Mauqaf, Majallah 
Tahqiqat Islami, Aligarh, December, 2002, pp:15-l6. 
21. Ibn Hajar al-Makki al-Hatimi, Hashiya al-Fatawa al-Kubra al-Fiqhiya, Egypt, (n.d.), 4/53-54. 
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better if they did the same particularly through their noble works 
and good behavior towards all people irrespective of their rel igion 
and status. It is well-known that the Prophet Muhammad (SAW) 
had enjoined on his companions to transmit his teachings to others 
especially to those who were not present in the last pilgrimage.^^ 
As a matter of fact, this directive of the Prophet Muhammad 
(SAW) is applicable to the Muslims of every period with regard to 
the propagation of Islam. Muslims are of course, required to, first 
of all, follow their religious teachings themselves and then try to 
make others aware of them. 
Moreover , keeping patience and showing forbearance and adopting 
reconcil iatory attitude is also desirable for Muslims living in non-
Muslim countries. Such behaviour is conducive for peacefu l co-
existence. It would also help to defuse tension in surcharged 
atmosphere or violent situation. There is no legal bar for adopting 
such atti tude as it is clear from the legal verdicts of some Indian 
Jurists of the modern period. In 1940 in Malerkotla once at the 
t ime of the Maghrib prayer, the Hindus were going to per form Arti 
located at a short distance from the local mosque. The ritual 
involved loud noise of music also. Sensing the t rouble, the local 
administrat ion told the Muslims to f inish their Maghrib prayer just 
within twenty minutes. This step was considered by many Musl ims 
22. Sahih al-Bukhari, Kitab al-llm, Liyubalig ul-Ilm Shahid ai-ghaib. 
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as interference in their religious matters. It was brought to the 
not ice of Maulana Kifayatullah of Delhi, the famous mufti and the 
leading personali ty of the time. The learned mufti observed that 
though such incidents were on rise in many parts of India, twenty 
minutes are quite suff ic ient to of fer Maghrib prayer in such 
emergent situations.^^ He also suggested that since India was not a 
Muslim state, such situations may of ten arise par t icular ly when the 
people of other faiths were living with Musl ims. He concluded 
that , it was not right on the part of Musl ims to consider the 
government ' s action interference in their rel igious a f fa i r s . They 
should negotiate with government in such cri t ical s i tuat ions for 
desi rable results. 
In the same way, Mulana Kifayatul lah considered it 
permiss ible for the Muslims to part icipate in the fes t iva ls of non-
Musl ims, provided it does not lead to act against the Shariat or to 
pay honour to the relics of kufr}^ According to Maulana Khalid 
Sa i fu l lah Rahmani Muslims can part ic ipate in the marriage 
ceremonies of non-Muslims in non-Musl ims countr ies , as it is 
would bring social harmony and strengthen their mutual 
relationship.^^ They may also join the condolence assembl ies of 
non-Musl ims. In view of some modern jur is ts there is no harm in 
23. Mufti Kifatullah, Fatawa Kifayat ul Mufti, Kohinur Press, Delhi, 1997, 9/295-296. 
24. Ibid, 9/297. 
25. Ibid, 9/333-338. 
26. Khalid Saiftillah Rahmani, Ghair Muslim Mumalik Mein Muslamon Ke Masail, Majailah, 
Bahs-o-Nazar, Islami Fiqh Academy, New Delhi, No.51/13, Vol.l3/4,Oct-Dec, 2000, p.60. 
paying respect to non-Muslim leaders and showing high standard 
of morals with regard to them. Instead, it is desirable as it creates 
good impression for Muslims and paves way for spread of message 
of Islam.^^ In the same way, they are also permitted to maintain 
cultural contact or social relat ionship with them. They can live 
with non-Muslims. According to the fatwa of Sheikh Salman al-
Audah, Muslims if not harassed by their local rulers are permit ted 
to live in non-Muslim countries, if they guarantee them civil 
r ights and allow him to pract ice his religion. They are ordered to 
live with non-Muslims if their civil rights are not corrupted 
there.^^ If they fear that their close relations with them would 
e f fec t their religious or social l ife, they should keep distance f rom 
them. According to fatwa of Sheikh al-Jubayr the judge at Jeddah 
supreme court that one can sing national Anthem without any 
musical instrument, it does not have any unlawful meaning. This is 
only to show love for one ' s country. He also quotes that Prophet 
Muhammad said; about the Makka when it was ruled by the 
pagans , you are the most beloved Al lah ' s countries to me, and had 
it not been your people who drove me from you, I would never 
have lef t you. It is the responsibi l i ty of a Muslim who lives in 
non-Musl im country not to oppose the customs and t radi t ions 
27. lb id ,p .60. 
28. Fatawa Alamgiriya (also known as fatawa Hindia), (Compiler Shiekh Nizam), Maktaba al-
Haqqania, Pishawar, (n.d.) 3/531. 
unless they are in direct violation of Islamic law.^^ Muslims are 
always required to abide by the laws of their rel igion. It is their 
duty to fol low it wherever they live. According to Shamsuddin al-
Sarkhasi , a Muslim is bound to follow the Shariat i r respective of 
the fact wherein he lives?" During the times of the Prophet 
Muhammad (SAW) when Makkans perpetuated atrocit ies on 
Musl ims and they had to migrate first Abyssinia. Where they got 
r e fuge under Nagus, a Christian ruler. They were given protect ion 
as well as rel igious f reedom. During their stay they did nothing 
which may u n d e r - m i n e safety and interest of that Christ ian 
country. Accordingly Muslims residing as cit izens of non-Muslim 
countr ies are under the obligation to follow this tradit ion but they 
should not assimilate their culture and adopt their manner of living 
which is against their religious teachings. This point may be 
unders tood in the light of the saying of the prophet Muhammad 
(SAW) that any one who show resemblance to any people would be 
considered from among them.^' 
Under the guidel ines of the Quran and Sunnah many jur is t s 
and ulama of the modern period explained the pr inciples to be 
fol lowed by Muslims residing in non-Muslim countr ies . The most 
important one is that they should abide by law of the land unless it 
29. http.//www.islamtoday.com 
30. Shamsuddin Sarkhasi, Shark Siyar al-Kabir, Matba Dairat ul Marif al Nizamia, Hyderabad, 
(n.d.) 4/128 
31. Abu Daud, Kitab ul Libas, Bab fi Lubs al-Shurat 
leads to open contravention of the Shari'al's rules. In case of non-
combat ing and peace living non-Musl ims, the Holy Quran has 
exhorted its followers to show generosity, jus t ice and good 
behaviour to them and to have no confl ict with them as it is 
evident from the following verses; 
"Allah does not forbid you respecting those who have not 
made war against you on account of your rel igion, and have not 
driven you forth from your houses that you show them kindness 
and deal with them justly, surely Allah loves the doers of jus t ice" 
(al-Mumtahana-8) . 
As a matter of fact Islam enjoins upon its fol lowers to 
adhere to the principles of jus t ice with regard to the people in 
general without any discrimination between Musl ims and non-
Musl ims or supporters and Opponents . The Quran gives great 
emphasis on upholding the principles of jus t ice in each condit ion. 
Exhor t ing the believers for the same, Quran says, 
"O ye who believe! Standout f irmly for Allah, as wi tnesses to fair 
deal ings, and let not the hatred of others to you make swerve to 
wrong and depart from just ice . Be jus t , that is next to piety and 
fear Allah. For Allah is well acquainted with all that ye do'.' (al-
Maida-8). 
It is very much clear from this verse that they required to be 
sincere in showing just ice fearlessly and giving witness honestly, 
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though it goes against the Muslim themselves. Muslim residing in 
non-Muslim states are sometimes called to work as witness in 
cases involving Muslims and non-Muslims. In this s i tuat ion they 
are required to take care of the Quranic teachings as refer red to 
above. The same was put into practice by Prophet Muhammad 
(SAW) and his companions in their dealings with non-Muslim.^^ 
In the same way Muslims are required to extend helping 
hand and provide defense to the oppressed people though they are 
non-Musl ims. In the tradition of Prophet Muhammad (SAW) the 
Muslims have been clearly directed to respond to the call of the 
oppressed one without any discrimination between Muslim and 
non-Muslim."'"' On the other hand, they are strictly forbidden of 
helping oppressors or co-operat ing with them.^'' This injunct ion 
would be certainly applied to Muslims and non-Musl ims both. 
It is well-established fact that Islam does not allow any kind 
of aggression or oppression against any person and doing so in 
relation to peace lo\ ing people is a heinous crime in view of the 
Shariat. It is a uel l considered view among Muslim jurists 
and ulama that treating non-Muslims with respect, showing 
good beha \ iour lo them and maintaining cordial relat ions with 
them and Prophet Muhammad (SAW) had already said, he who 
32 Mishkat, Kitab al-Adab. Bab al-Zulm 
33 Mtshkat, Kitab al-Adab. Bab al-Zulm 
34. Muhammad Yasin Mazliar Siddiqui. Or^amsauon af Govenvnenl Under the Pvophei. /darah-
i-Adabiyat-i-Delli.l987. p 304. 
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believes in Allah and the last day should not harm his 
ne ighbours /^ This provide conducive a tmosphere for 
understanding Islam and coming closer to this re l igion of nature. 
It is basically the religion of love and humanity. It taught its 
fo l lowers how to live peaceful ly with other people even with those 
who opposed them or disagreed with them. The same point was 
emphasised again and again in the Holy Quran. In fact , Muslims 
are always inspired by the Holy Quran, for l iving peacefu l ly and 
co-operate with other for just and noble cause.^^ 
"But help ye one another into r ighteousness and pious deeds 
Help not one another into sin and t ransgress ion" (a l -Maidah;5:3) It 
is historical fact that in view of this directive Musl ims living in 
non-Musl im countries had remained fa i thfu l to their nation. 
Nei ther , they acted treacherously nor unfa i th fu l ly towards it, 
because they considered such acts against the basic tenets of 
I s l a m . " 
However, it must be clarif ied here that Musl ims residing in 
non-Musl im countries have full right to protect their l i fe , property 
and honour and to defend themselves against all those who dared 
to infr inge these rights. Of course, they are not permit ted to take 
law in hand but they are authorised to adopt all the lawful means 
35. Abu Daud, Kitab al-Adab, Bab al-Haqq al-Jawa'''5r. 
36. http://www.zaytuna.com. op. cit., 
37. Abdul Ali, "Ethical Framework of Islam for peaceful co-existence in a pluralistic society, 
Bulletin of the Institute of Islamic Studies, A.M.U., Aligarh, 1988-2000, p:9. 
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for their own protection as well as their family members. For this 
purpose they may seek help of state administration or may bring 
their cases to judicial court as the situation may demand in a non-
Musl im country. 
It may be also explained here that sometimes Musl ims face 
chal lenges and problems in non-Muslim countries and sometimes 
they confront quite unfavourable situations. Even then, they are 
required to be firm and steadfast in their religious duties. In the 
Holy Quran such believers are praised and promised high reward. 
The Holy Quran states: 
"Veri ly those who say, "our lord is Allah" and remain firm (on 
that path) on them shall be no fear, Nor shall they grieve. Such 
shall be companions of the Garden, dwelling therein ( for aye): a 
recompense for their (good) deeds" (al-Ahqaf-1 3-14) 
The Shariat also enjoined upon the Muslims to take care of 
agreement or promises made with non-Muslims state or the people 
res id ing therein. It is clearly stated by the author of al-Hidaya, 
the famous compendium that when a Muslim merchant enters darul 
harb a f te r assuring to abide by the law of that country in return for 
peace for him and his family, it is not permissible for him to 
destroy the l ife and property of the people of that land.^^ It is now 
clear that those Muslims who reside in non-Muslim countr ies 
38. Ali bin Abu Bakral Murghinani, al-Hidaya, Idarah-Ulum ul Islamia, Islamabad, 1996, 2/268. 
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temporary or permancnlly. ha\'e to abide by the law of that very 
land. So no unlawful activity would be allowed for these residents 
or visitors. Those actions are strictly prohibi ted that may cause 
harm to the life and property of the people or may be detr imental 
to the interest of the state. The rules laid down by Shariah for 
travellers or merchants visit ing a non-Muslim country, is actually 
also binding on a resident or citizen of such country according to 
Shariah. In fact . Muslims visit ing or living in such countr ies take 
a kind of pledge which is required to be fu l f i l l ed sincerely. 
Therefore working against the interest of such country would be a 
breach of the pledge which is not allowed in view of the Holy 
Quran which commands: 
" 0 you who believe fulf i l l all obl igat ions" (a l -Maidah-1) 
In another verse Allah says: 
"And fulf i l l every covenant. Verily, the covenant will be 
questioned into (on the day of Reckoning) (al-Isra-34) 
Moreover, the Holy Quran commands the Musl ims to observe 
sanctity of pacts and agreements concluded with Muslims or non-
Muslims. It is noteworthy that the Holy Quran lays great stress on 
fulf i l lment of promises and agreements which negate tension and 
conflict and bring peace and social harmony. Obviously, non-
ful f i l lment of promise creates distrust and illwill towards each 
other. 
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Holy Quran says: 
"Do not dissolve treaties with those pagans with whom ye have 
entered into alliance and who have not subsequently fai led you in 
ought . Nor aided anyone against you. So fulf i l l your covenants 
( t reat ies) with them to the end of their term: for Allah loveth the 
r igh teous ." (ai-Taubah;4) 
Thus the Holy Quran clearly proclaims that a promise and 
commitment made by a Muslim with another Muslim or with a 
non-Musl im must be ful f i l led to the end that the break of the same 
is grave sin which brings the displeasure of Allah Taala. As a 
matter of fact, no other religion puts emphasis on fu l f i l l ing a 
promise and commitment as Islam does. Even during a war 
between a Muslim and a non-Muslim country, Musl ims living in 
non-Musl im country are forbidden from striking against that non-
Musl im country or helping the Muslim country f ight ing their 
homeland . In Shark al-Siyar al-Kabir, the famous book of the 
Hanf i school of Islamic Jurisprudence it is stated that: 
If a Musl im af ter seeking refuge in a non-Muslim country Joins the 
Musl im warr ing army or group after obtaining any properly or 
wealth unlawful ly from non-Muslims that is to be conf isca ted by 
the ruler of Muslim country and must be returned back to its 
owners even though he is of enemy country, because while seeking 
r e fuge in that country. He took pledge of living there peaceful ly 
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and he broke it by illegal acquisition of weal th . Thus he is 
responsible to return it to the original owner, o therwise he would 
be liable to pun i shment / ' ' 
It is important to point out that Islam always stands for 
human welfare and exhorts its fol lowers for work ing in this 
direct ion. This is considered desirable for Musl ims to cult ivate 
love for the native land and to work for its deve lopment . In the 
same way Holy Quran gives emphasis on service to humanity and 
the weaker section of the society. They are required to take care of 
the interest of different categories of people including poor, 
needy, orphans, widows, neighbours and companions; 
"Serve Allah, and join not any partners to him; and do good 
to parents, kinsfolk, orphans, those in need, ne ighbours who are of 
kin. neighbours who are strangers, the companion by your side, the 
way farer (ye-meet). and what your right hands possess . For Allah 
loveth not the arrogant, the vainglorious. 
In this verse and other verses (An-Nisa-36) (a l -Baqarah-83) , 
Holy Quran makes no discrimination between Musl ims and non-
Musl ims. So the Muslims residing in non-Musl im countr ies are 
required to work for the human welfare within their means . They 
may fulf i l l this responsibili ty individually or in an organized way 
with the co-operation of other members of the communi ty . In the 
39. Sliamsuddin Sarkliasi. op. cit.. 3/6. 
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same way it is also desirable for them to do construct ive work for 
the country and to make effor ts for the development of their nat ive 
land in di f ferent fields including education, social harmony, 
agr icul ture , commerce and industry. They should co-operate with 
the count ry- fe l lows and state administrat ion for the progress of 
their country as well as for the development of healthy, 
harmonious and prosperous society. As a matter of fact , the 
MusJims of non-Muslim country are not only advised to live 
peacefu l ly and co-operate with state administrat ion. They are also 
given directives to work for the interest of their country and for 
the wel fare of their country-fel low^'without any discr iminat ion. 
This is quite evident from the fact that the Quranic command for 
doing noble work {Ihsan) is general in nature and this may be 
appl ied to applied to each section of the society. The Quran 
exhorts the Muslims to use their physical and mental facul t ies for 
their own benefi t as well as for other people who are residing 
around them including Muslims and non-Musl ims. 
"But seek, with the (wealth) which Allah has bestowed on 
thee, the home of the hereafter , not forget any posi t ion in this 
world but do thou good as Allah has been good to thee, and seek 
not (occasions for) mischief in the land. For Allah love not those 
who do mischief . (Al-Qasas-77) 
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Il is quite significant to note here that Maulana Sayyed 
Husain Ahmad Madni has clearly stated in his autobiography that 
according to the Shariat the Muslims of non-Musl im country (in 
which non-Muslims have supreme authori ty in state 
adminis t ra t ion, but the Muslims are partners in the same) are 
under the obligation to consider such country their own and to 
work for its benefit and welfare of its peop le / ' ' 
Signif icantly enough, Is lam's concern for human welfare is 
not confined to material benefi t of the people. It also demands 
f rom its fol lowers to take care of their rel igious and moral l ife. 
One of the basic responsibil i t ies of Muslims living in any place is 
to work sincerely for the spread of goodness and prevent ion of 
evils . In the Quranic terminology this is call Amr bil Maruf wa 
Nahy an il Munkaf While residing in non-Muslim countr ies , they 
are required to discharge this responsibil i ty as may be seen in this 
verse ; 
"Ye are the best of people, evolved for mankind. Enjoining 
what is right, forbidding what is wrong and bel ieving in 
Al lah . . . . (Al- Imran-110) 
Actually, this work is part of human wel fa re . Because, 
invit ing the people to follow right path and to keep away from the 
wrong one, calling them to adhere to the principles of t ru thfu lness . 
40. Husain Ahmad Madni. Naqsii-i-Hayat, Savvid Muiiammad Asad Publisiiers, Deoband, 1954, 
2 / 1 1 . 
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honesty and jus t ice makes the society healthy and peacefu l and 
brings social harmony. For the same reason it is incumbent on the 
Musl ims to work for the reform of social and moral life of the 
people in general . In their private as well as composi te l ife, they 
should work in such a way that a tmosphere would become 
favourable for good things and unfavourable for the wrong ones. 
This would not only help the Muslims to convey the message of 
Islam but would be also beneficial for the common people at the 
l a rge . ' ' 
Thus it is clear from our preceding discussion that the 
Musl ims are under the obligation to fol low the Shariat's rules 
without any discrimination between Muslim and non-Musl im 
country. The change of nature of their native land does not absolve 
them of their religious duties. It is also fully es tabl ished in the 
light of teachings of the Holy Quran and hadith that they are duty 
bound to be sincere and honest in fu l f i l l ing their p ledge or pact, 
though it was made with non-Muslim or enemy. They should not 
act against the basic teachings of Islam. It is their duty to fol low 
the basic tenants of Islam without any change and modif ica t ion . 
They are much responsible for safeguarding the r ights of others 
and security of their country. They should not act t reacherously 
against its security and do not help anyone who have intension to 
invade that very country. 
41. Tirmidhi, Kitab al-dival. 
CHAPTER-2 
DIVISION OF LAND FROM JURIDICAL 
POINT OF VIEW 
Islamic law is considered a body of rules and regula t ions 
which govern each and every aspect of human life. It is based on 
the Quran and hadith. In fact, each and every problem of Muslim 
society is required to be, first of all, solved in the light of these 
two basic sources. If no clear ruling is available in the Quran or 
hadith with regard to a problem the other recognized sources are 
to be used for determining the Shariat's att i tude for new problems 
emerging in a particular period and if necessary with 
re interpreta t ion of its provisions by competent legal authori ty. The 
credit of codif icat ion of Islamic law goes to the jur i s t s of the 
earl ier period who had discussed and explained numerous 
problems either in the light of holy Quran and hadith or according 
to the principles of Qiyas and Ijma under the broad guidel ines of 
the basic sources. ' 
The scope of Islamic jur isprudence got widened af ter Imam 
Abu Hani fah (80-150/699-767) started the work of codi f ica t ion of 
Is lamic fiqh in the second century of Hijra era. As regarded the 
problems of Muslims and non-Muslims relat ionships, posi t ion of 
non-Musl ims in a Muslim state and responsibil i t ies of Musl ims in 
Mohammad Muslehuddin. Islamic /iinspnulence and the Rule of Necessity and heed. Islamic 
Research Institule, Islamabad, 1975. pp 24-30 
a non-Musl ims stale, the juris ts developed a new branch of Islamic 
law known as siyar (plural of sirat, meaning code of conduct) . The 
provis ions of Islamic law relating to relat ionship between Muslim 
and non-Muslim state as well as between the people of the same 
were codif ied under the siyar. These provis ions came to be 
discussed by a number of jur is ts such as Imam Muhammad bin 
Hasan al-Shaibani (132-187/749-804), Abdur Rahman bin Amr al-
Auzai (88-157/707-774) and Hasan bin Ziyad al- lului (d204 /819)^ 
but Imam Muhammad al-Shaibani was the f irs t jur is t who 
compiled a separate work about this important subjec t known as 
Kitab al Siyar al-Kabir.^ 
It is a well known fact that there are some basic pr inciples of 
Is lamic Shariah governing the relation of Musl ims and non-
Musl ims. In this connection the first important issue that came 
under discussion is division of land into darul Islam and darul 
harb.'^ At the very outset of our discussion it may be explained that 
some jur is t are against the division of countr ies into darul Islam 
or darul harb because they thought that, it is mere creation of 
jur i s t s of second century and it has no sanction ei ther in the Holy 
Quran or hadith.' 
2. Muhammad bin Hasan al-Shaibani, Kilah al-Sivar al-Kahir. Cairo, 1958, 1/33 
3. Ibid, 1/33 
4. Ibid, 1/41 
5. Wahab al-Zuhaili. Alhar iil Harh fi al-fiqh al-lslami. Dar ul Fikr. Damascus, 1962, pp: 177-178. 
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The noted thinker and eminent jur is t Ibn Taiiniah 
(d .728/1238) also differs from other jur is ts with regard to jur idical 
division of the world. In his view, it may be divided in to darul 
Iman and darul kufr instead of darul Islam and darul harb. He is 
of the view that no such division is found in the holy Quran; rather 
the Quran divides people into two categories and repeatedly points 
out that the believers together consti tute one brotherhood (ummah) 
and the unbelievers another one.*' 
Infact the juridical division of land into darul Islam and 
darul harb is generally traced to a truce document proposed by 
Hazrat Khalid bin Walid (d.22/642) for the people of Hirah. In this 
document for first time term darul hijra was used as synonym of 
darul Islam as may be seen in the fol lowing t ranslated passage of 
the text. This is a letter (document) from Khalid bin Walid for the 
people of Hirah that Caliph Abu Bakr (R.A.) directed me to make 
it clear that if anyone of them is very old and unable to work or he 
has become so poor that his co-rel igionists o f f e r him alms he 
would be exempted from Jizyah and be provided subsis tence from 
the public treasury {Bait ul Mai) as long as he resides in darul 
hijra!darul Islam. In case, he migrates f rom darul hijra!darul 
Islam Muslims will not be responsible for him and his family 
maintenance.^ 
6. Qamaruddin Ahmad, Political Thougiit of Ibn Taimiah, Adam Publishers and Distributors, 
New Delhi, 1988, P: 175. 
7. Abu Yusuf, Kitab al-KharaJ, al-Matba al-Salfia, Cairo, 1302 A.H.. PP: 143-144. 
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As a matter of fact, it is more correct to suggest that division 
of land into darul Islam and darul harb had Shariah sanctions. 
Doubt less , these terms were not used in the period of Prophet 
Muhammad (SAW) but in principle such division was well def ined 
and recognized in that period. It was only in later period that the 
jur i s t s explained it in detail and laid down its provis ions under the 
terms of darul Islam and darul harb.^ 
Darul Islam 
Darul Islam literally means a territory or land of Islam. In 
technical sense it denotes, Islamic state governed by the Shariat's 
rules. But in view of Imam Abu Hanifah, no country can be stated 
to be purely darul Islam or darul kufr till this division is actually 
based on the condition of peace and fear prevai l ing in those lands 
in case of Muslims and infidels . According to him ascr ibing dar to 
Islam or kufr does not mean absolute Islamic or non Islamic 
country, rather it reflects condit ions of peace and fear . Therefore , 
in a country if Muslims are living in complete peace and non-
Musl ims feel insecurity that country is to be called darul Islam!^ 
His disciple Imam Muhammad Hasan al-Shaibani def ined the 
darul Islam in a more simple way. He is of the view ''Darul Islam 
8 . Mustafa Kamal Wasti. Musannafah al-Niizum al Jslamia, Egypt, 1977, P; 289. 
9. Alauddin Abu Bakr Ibn Masud al-ssKasani, Badai-Sanai, Egypt, 1910, 7/130. 
means a country governed by a Muslim ruler and where the 
Musl ims are dominant and in powerful posit ion. 
It is interesting that Ali al-Jubbai (d.303/915) a mutazi l i te 
scholar uses the term darul Iman instead of darul Islam and 
def ines it as. 
"All those countries where one can stay and pass through it 
without demonstrat ing some thing of kufr are darul Iman."^^ 
Shaikh Abdul Qahir (d . l 037) a famous scholar of Baghdad 
thinks that, "every country where propagation of Islam is done by 
its inhabitants without any hindrance and zimmis are under the 
Musl ims rule and therein innovators {ahl al-bidat) have no 
dominance is to be called darul Islani."'^^ 
In view of Hafiz Ibn Qayyim Jauzi (691-751/1291-1350) an 
eminent jurist of the fourteenth century, 
"'Darul Islam means a country which is inhabited by Muslims 
and where Islamic laws are enforced. He fur ther explains that the 
countr ies where Islamic laws are not implemented are not darul 
Islam, al though they are adjoining to darul Islam.'"^^ 
The Indian ulama especially Maulana Rashid Ahmad 
Gangohi (d.1323/1905) a well known theologian of Deoband 
school of thought interprets darul Islam in the same way when he 
10 Shamsuddin Muhammad bm Ahmad Abi Sahl al-Sarkhasi. Sharh Siyar al-Kabir, DairutuI 
Marif al Nizamia, Hyderabad (n d ) 3/81 
11 Abu Hasan Ah bin Ismail al-Ashari, Maqcdcu al-hlameen wa Ikhtilaf al-Miisalleen. Darul 
Nashr, Istanbul, 1963,2/264 
12 Shaikh Abdul Qahir Baghdadi, Kitah Usui al-Dm Matba al-Daulat Istanbul, 1928, P 270 
13 Ibn Qayyim al-Jauzi, Ahkam Ahl-al-Zimmah. Jamia Damascus, 1961, 1/366 
writes; ^'Darul Islssam is that country wherein orders of Muslim 
ruler prevail which is fully under their control where they live in 
complete peace." ' ' ' 
Justice Abdur Rahim (1969-1947) a famous jur is t of modern 
India is of the opinion that, "a country becomes darul Islam on the 
basis of the prevalence of Islamic law there in. But he thought that 
a land which is ruled by inf idels {kuffar) and where some rules of 
Shariah are enforced and there is also provision for the 
appointment of Qazi who is authorized to decide the cases of 
Muslims in accordance with Shariah that land would be treated as 
darul Is lam. 
Maulana Husain Ahmad Madni (1297-1377/1879-1957) is 
also in agreement with Shah Abdul Aziz when he states that "a 
country would be considered darul Islam not on the basis of 
majori ty of Muslims in that land, it is necessary to see that 
Musl ims are residing in a respectable position and Islamic laws 
are given due respect. It may be inferred from his statement that if 
non-Musl ims have dominance in any country but Muslims are 
par tners in the government of that country and their rel igious laws 
are given due respect, that country would be treated as darul 
14 . Rashid Ahmad Gangohi, Talifal-i-Raslvdiya. P: 655 cited by Ajaz Ahmad Azmi, "Darul harb 
mein Riba Ki Shari Haisiyat", Ma/allah Fiqh al Islami, Isiami Fiqh Academy, New Delhi, 1989, 
P; 273. 
15. Abd-ur Rahim, Principle of Mithammadan Jurisprudence, All Pakistan Legal Decisions, Lahore, 
1958, PP; 396-397. 
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Islam. It is desirable for the Muslims of that country to consider it 
their own country ."" ' 
The former chief of imarat-i-Shariah Bihar and Orissa Abdul 
Samad Rahmani (1300-1393/1882-1973) thinks that , ''darul Islam 
is a country where Muslims are in authori ty and the state 
administrat ion is run by the Shariat's rules. 
The former chief just ice of Pakistan, Tanzi l -ur Rahman is of 
the view, a country to be considered darul Islam must fu l f i l ] three 
basic condit ions. 
1. The head of the state of the country who was called by 
jur is ts of classical period as Imam should be protector of 
Shariah. 
2. The Islamic laws should be enforced to establ ish jus t ice and 
to eradicate the unlawful practices and innovat ions . 
3. Every Muslim belonging to any Muslim country is permitted 
to settle permanently in that country without any restr ict ion and 
would be given protection as well as other fac i l i t ies enjoyed by 
I S 
its original inhabitants. 
Defining darul Islam, an Egyptian scholar of modern period 
Mustafa Kamal Wasti states. 
16. Husain Ahmad Madni. Naqsh-i-Hcnai. Savvid Muhammad Asad Publishers, Deoband, 1954 
AD., 2/11. 
17. Abdus-Samad Rahmani, Hindustan Aw Mosalah Imarat, Darul Ishat, Imarat Shariah Bihar, 
1940, P: 4. 
18. Tanzil-ur-Rahman, Maimuah Qm\ anin Islam. Idarah Tahqiqat al-Islami, Islamabad, 1991, 
5/1922-23. 
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''Darul-Islam means the land where Muslims actually resides 
in peace and where Islamic Shaair like call for prayers (azan), 
holding of congregational prayers of Friday and Eid are al lowed 
without any hindrance and where mosques exist in which Muslims 
per form prayers and freely observed the formal obl igat ions of the 
Shariah i rrespective of fact that Muslim are in major i ty or 
minority. As an matter of fact , according to a t radi t ion Prophet 
Muhammad (SAW) did not permit attack at a place from where 
azan was h e a r d . I n view of Abdul Karim Zaydan; ""Darul Islam 
is an Islamic state which is under the authority of Musl ims in all 
respects including terri torial , administrat ive and legal authority. 
In fact darul Islam is the country in which the obl igat ions of Islam 
are openly observed mainly due to power and dominance of the 
Muslims. 
According to Abu Salman Shahjahanpuri , "any country 
which is governed by Muslims in accordance with Islamic laws 
may be considered darul Islam. In case darul Islam is subjugated 
and governed by infidels but Musl ims have some sort of f reedom 
with regard to their rel igious duties such country would remain 
darul Islam.''^^ According to another modern scholar , all those 
countries where life, property and honour of Muslims are protected 
19. Mustafa Kamal Wasti, op cit. PP 285-86 
20. Abdul Karim Zaydan, al-Fard \va al-Daiilah f i al-Shanah al-lslamia, Matba Salman ai-Azmi, 
Baghdad, 1960, P: 11. 
21. Abu Salman Shahjahanpuri, Barr-e-Saghir Hind-o-Pak Ki Shan Haisiyat, Majlis Yadgar Press 
Lahore, 1993, PP. 133-36 
and they are free to act upon their religion would be considered 
darul Islam.^^ 
An eminent scholar and famous jur is t of modern India 
Khalid Saifullah Rahmani is of the view that ''darul Islam 
s ignif ies a land where Muslims are poli t ically dominant . 
Muhammad Abu Zahra the noted jur is t of modern Egypt 
thought . 
''Darul Islam may be applied to a country, which is ruled by 
a Muslim King and where Muslims are powerfu l and dominant . It 
is obligatory on the Muslims to defend such territory."^'* 
A dist inguished alim of modern period Taha Jabir al-Alwani 
(b. 1354/1935) is of the view that, "darul Islam mean all those 
lands where Muslims live peaceful ly and pract ise their religion 
freely. 
Commenting on darul Islam in Encyclopedia of Islam, D.B. 
Macdonald , the famous. British oriental ist , states that it means 
"land of Islam which is under Islamic rule and where Musl ims are 
main inhabitants ." He also thinks that, there is every possibi l i ty 
that darul Islam includes non-Musl ims also such as Chris t ians, 
22 Asrar ul Haqq Sabeeli, Ghair Muslim Mamahk Mem Musalmation Key Masail, Kul Hind Majlis-
1" , Hyderabad. 1989. P II 
23 Khalid Saifullah Rahmani, "Ghair Muslim Mamahk Mem Musalmanu Key Masail", Majallah 
Bahs-o-Nazar, Islami Fiqh Academy, New Delhi, Vol 13/4, No 15/13, Oct-Dec 2000, P 25 
24 Muhammad Abu Zahra. al-Alaqal al-Dawha fi al-hlam, ai-Darul Qaumia Lil Tabaat wal Nashr, 
Cairo, 1964, P 53 
25 Taha Jabir al-Alwani. "Mudkhil ala Fiqh al-Aqalliyat", Mqallah, Islamiyat al Marufah. Herdon 
VA, No 19, Winter. 1999 P 30 
Jews and infidels who agree to live under the Muslim rule and pay 
Jizya to the Muslim state. 
According to another western writer darul Islam is, "the 
whole territory in which the laws of Islam prevai l . Its unity 
resides in the community of the faith, the unity of law and 
guarantee assured to members of ummah and also guarentees the 
fai th as personal peace at lower level to Chris t ians, Jews and 
Zoroastrians."^^ 
Another important issue to be discussed in relat ion to darul 
Islam is that how it becomes darul harb or vise versa. According 
to Qazi Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad al-Shaibani , ''darul kufr 
or darul harb becomes darul Islam by the prevalence of Islamic 
rules in it". There is no d i f fe rence among the Abu Hanifah and his 
disciples (Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad al-Shaibani) that darul 
kufr/darul harb becomes darul Islam by the prevalence of Islamic 
laws in it.^^ But they have d i f fe rence of opinion about how darul 
Islam becomes darul harb. 
In view of Abu Hanifah darul Islam becomes darul harb 
under the fol lowing three condit ions. 
1. The prevalence of un-Islamic laws. 
2. Close proximity between darul Islam and darul harb. 
26. B.D. Macdonald, "Darul Islam", First Encyclopedia of Islam, E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1987, 11/918. 
27. A.Bel, "Dar ul Islam", Encyclopedia of Islam, E.J. Brill, Leiden (Netherland), 1970, 11/127. 
28. Alauddin al-Kasani, op. cit., 7/130. 
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3. Insecurity of Muslims and zimmis within tliat land, but qazi 
Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad al-Shaibani are of the view 
that "merely on account of prevalence of un-Is lamic . laws 
darul ham becomes darul harb.'"^'^ 
It is well known that af ter the disintegration of the Abbas id 
cal iphate in 13"^ century of Christian era, a number of Musl im 
state came under the non-Muslim rule. Musl ims have to live in 
what was technically called as darul harb. This development had 
taken place mainly af ter destruction of Baghdad (the Abbasid 
capi tal) by Mongols in 1258 A.D. In this regard Imam AH bin 
Muhammad Isbijabi (d. 670/16177) issued a fatwa (legal verdict) 
that in case a country comes under the rule of inf idels , but the 
Musl ims are permitted to observe their rel igious duties such as 
cal l ing for prayers (azan) and performing Friday and Bid 
congregat ional prayers it will remain a darul Islam."^^ 
According to Abu Hanifah a darul Islam would not become 
darul harb till infidels have dominance over it. The dominance 
according to him means that Muslim and zimmis are not safe there. 
Refe r r ing to his view, Shamsuddin Sarkhasi (400-470/1009-1096) 
says. "If a single Muslim and a zimmi remained there, it impl ies 
that some effec t of the original commandments remained intact . If 
they cont inued to live peaceful ly , it would mean that the inf ide ls 
29. Ibid, 7/130 
30. Abd-ul Karim Zaydan, Ahkani al-iimma fi darul Islam, Maktaba al-Quds, Baghdad 1963 PP-
20-21. 
did not have complete control on this country".^ ' Ahmad bin 
Muhammad al Tahttavi (d.l233/1817) an eminent jur is t of Egypt 
goes fur ther to say on the authority of a Hanafi jur is t . 
"A country becomes darul Islam because of the enforcement 
of the Shariat rules in it like that of Friday and Eid congregat ional 
p r a y e r s " . " 
There is a peculiar situation with regard to the change in the 
form of darul Islam, that has been also well considered by the 
jurists and that is case of a country in which Musl ims reside but 
later on they were exiled and infidels become dominant in that 
land. In view of the Shafii jur i s t s its original posi t ion {darul 
Islam) would remain intact. The temporary dominance of infidels 
would not change its former status."'^ Some later jur i s t s of the 
same school thought, that af ter the dominance of the inf idels in a 
darul Islam, if they have no armed conflict with Musl ims nor they 
exiled them, darul Islam did not become darul harb?'^ 
Supporting the same view Muhammad bin Mahmud al 
Ashtrushini (d.632/1223) stated that, "if in a country a single 
provis ion of Islamic law is enforced that country would remain 
darul Islam.'" He is further of the view that, those countr ies which 
31 Shamsudin Muhammad bm Ahmad bm Abi Sahl al Sarkhasi, Ki(ab ul Mabsut, Beruit 1987, 
10/114 
32 Muhammad Ala-ud dm Haskafi, Fa'awa Durr ul Mukhtar fi Shark Tanvir ul Absar, al Matba al 
Tibia, Calcutta (n d) P 377 
33 Abu Zakaria Yahya bin Sarf al-Nawavi, Kiiab Rauza! id Talibeen, al-Maktab al-lslami Lil 
Tabaah wa-al-Nashr (n d) 5/433 
34 Ibid, 5/434 
Al 
came under the control of non Muslim rulers would undoubtedly 
remain darul Islam because they did not share border with darul 
harh. Even infidels did not enforce their religious rules.^^ 
In view of Shaikh Ibrahim bin Muhammad al Halbi (711-
787), "a country becomes darul Islam by the implementa t ion of 
Is lamic laws in it such as establishment of Friday and Eid 
congregat ional prayers, though the infidels are there in dominant 
position".^^ 
Ibn al-Bazzaz al-Kardari (d.827/1423) thinks that those 
Islamic countries which came under the control of inf ide ls are 
darul Islam provided the Muslims are allowed to hold Friday and 
Eid congregat ional prayers without any restr ict ion and qazi is also 
appointed there with the consent of Muslims to decide their 
cases.^^ 
Ibn Arafa al-Maliki says, "that darul Islam did not become 
darul harb simply because of dominant posit ion of inf ide ls , if the 
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Shadir of Islam continued to be observed there ." 
Adopting a quite different view, Shaikh al Islam Ahmad bin 
Ahmad al Ramli (d.l004/1595) stated that, darul Islam will never 
t ransform into darul harb even if it was subjected and cont ro l led 
by inf idels . ' ' ' He fur ther held the view that for all those Mus l ims 
who have power and freedom to profess their rel igion in their 
35 Muhammad bin Mahmud Ashtrushni, Kuab al-Fusul, MS. Kutub Khana Deoband (n d ) 'A 
36 Fatawa al-Hindi (compiled by Shaikh Nizam etc ) Maktaba Haqqaniah, Lahore (n d ) 6/311 
37 Al-Fatawa al-Bazzaziah given on the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiah, Maktaba Haqqaniah, 
Lahore, (n d), 6/311-312 
38 Hashiya al Dasuki, Kitab al-Jihad Darul Kutub al-Islamia, Beruit, 1996, 2/498 
39 Shamsuddin Ahmad bin Ahmad al-Ramli, Nihavai id Muhlaj, Cairo, 1886 2/217 
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lands, migration frem such lands is not permit ted because their 
country remained as darul Islam.'^^ 
Muhammad a! Amin al Abidin a! Shami (d .160/1844) is of 
the view that darul Islam does not t ransform into darul harb 
except under the fol lowing conditions, enforcement of inf ide ls 
laws, proximity with darul harb and insecurity of Musl ims and 
zimmis in that place. He is also of the view that any country 
where laws of Muslims and non-Muslims are put into prac t ice that 
would not be considered darul harb.^^ 
It is evident from the above discussion that ju r i s t s treat 
darul Islam and darul harb two distinct and separate categories of 
countr ies . It is quite possible both kinds of states existed at the 
same time so no country can claim to be having exclus ive posit ion 
of darul Islam at a given time denying the same status to others.' '^ 
For example during the eleventh century of Chris t ian era there 
were many Muslim states (i.e. Darul Islam) Abbas ids in the 
Baghdad . Umayyads in Spain, Alavids in Moroco and Fat imids in 
North Afr ica and Egypt. Some jurists divide darul Islam into three 
categor ies . The first one is Harm which includes Makkah and 
Madinah, second the remaining part of Hijaz and the third is the 
rest of Muslim world. The non-Muslims are not a l lowed to enter in 
40. Ibn Hajar al Makki, Hashiya al Fatawa al-Kubra, Egypt (n.d) 4/53-54. 
41. Muhammad Amin Ibn Abidin al-Shami, Radd ul Muhtar ala Durr ul Mukhtar, Matba 
Usmania 1906 3/350. 
42. Zafarul Islam Khan, Hip-a in /.slam. Pharos Media and Publication. Jamia Nagar New Delhi 
m i P: 321 
the premises of the Harm Though they are al lowed to pass 
through the rest of Hijaz, but are not permit ted to stay in Hijaz 
more than three days /^ 
In darul Islam l ife and property of Musl ims is immune by 
vir tue of their Islam and that of zimmis by vi r tue of security 
{aman) guaranteed to t h e m / ' ' 
The responsibil i ty of darul Islam is as fol lows. 
1) Promalgation of rules of Shariah with regard to every sphere 
of l ife. 
2) Rehabil i tat ion of the Muslim immigrants f rom darul harb/ 
darul kufr. 
3) Rescue of those Muslims who are entrapped in darul harb."^^ 
It is evident from the above details that darul Islam means 
all those lands where rulers are Muslims and Islamic law is 
enforced there. It may be said that jur is ts consider all those 
countr ies darul Islam where Muslims live in peace and Islamic 
laws prevail there. According to majori ty of ju r i s t s those lands 
may also be treated as darul Islam which are ruled by non-
Musl ims but Muslims practise their religion and observe their 
rel igious duties without any hindrance. 
43 Abu Yala, a! Ahkam al-Sullaniah, Mustafa al-Halbi Egypt, 1357/1938, PP 171, 179, 181 
44 Shamsuddin Sarkhasi, op c i t , 10/52 
45 Khalid Saifullah Rahmani, op c i t , PP 32-33 
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Darul harb 
Etymologically, darul harb means terri tory of war. As a 
jur id ica l term, this is defined a land which is at war or in 
condit ion of war with darul Islam. By implicat ion it means that 
country where rules of non-Muslims fully p r e v a i l / ^ At the very 
outset it may be clarif ied here that the earlier jur i s t s did not use 
the term darul harb. They simply divided the world into darul 
Islam and darul kufr and accordingly discussed the problems of 
both kinds of lands. But the jur is ts of the later per iod generally 
used the term darul harbs and if they used darul kufr, they did use 
it in the same meaning. So both the terms came to be used 
interchangably. But according to some jur is ts both words have 
d i f fe ren t connotaion.' '^ The jur is ts have def ined darul harb in 
d i f fe ren t ways. According to Abu Hanifah darul harb means a 
country in which Muslims fee! insecure and inf idels are in 
complete peace. 
He is also of the view darul harb means a country wherein 
these three conditions are found, 
1. The enforcement of infidels laws {ahkam al-kufr). 
2. Close proximity witii another darul harb. 
3. Total insecurity of Muslims and zimmis within that land."^ 
46 Zahur Ahmad Azhan, "Darul harb". Dairat id Maanf{\}rd\i Encyclopedia of Islam) Jadid Urdu 
Type Press, Lahore. 1972, 9/110 
47 Abu Ala Maududi, Sud, Markazi Maktaba Islami, Delhi, 1994, p 289 
48 Alauddm Abu Bakr bin Masud al Kasani. op c i t . 7/131 
49 Ibid, 7/130 
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But Imam Abu Hanifah dif fers with his disciples Abu Yusuf 
(1 13 -182 /731-798) and Imam Muhammad al-Shaibani (132-181/ 
749-809) with regard to the transformation of land into darul harb. 
According to his disciples. "Any country would be cons idered 
darul kufr by dominance of infidel law in it.^'^ Imam Shamsuddin 
Sarkhasi (400-490/109-1096) a famous Hanafi jur i s t of century 
of Hijra era says, "no country would be darul Islam due to the 
mere conquest by Muslims if it did not effect the enforcement of 
Is lamic law.^' 
An Iraqian jurist of the same period, Shaykh Abdul Qahir 
(d,429/1037) defined darul harb as a country where propagat ion of 
Islam could not be done by its Muslim inhabitants without any 
treaty and spending the amount of Jizya for the people of the 
country. Moreover, un-Islamic laws prevailed there and 
unbel ievers had dominant p o s i t i o n . " 
Another distinguished scholar Ibn Qayyim al-Jauzi is of the 
view that any country where Islamic laws are not enforced is darul 
harb, al though it adjoins darul Islam. 
Rashid Ahmad Raza. the eminent desciple of great Egyptian 
reformis t Muhammad Abduh says, every non-Muslim country is 
darul harb although that is not at war with Muslims. In darul harb 
50 Shamsuddin Muhammad bin Abi Sahl al Sarkhasi, op c i t , 10/144, Alauddm al Kasani, op 
c i t , 7/130 
51 Ibid, 10/23 
52 Abdul Qahir bin Tahir al Tamimi al-Baghdadi, op c i t , p 270 
53 Ibn Qayyim al-Jauzi, Ahkam Ah! al-Zimma al Matba al Jamia, Damascus, 1961, 1/366 
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Islamic laws did nor prevail and every person among the residents 
of darul harb is harbi if they did not have peace pact with 
Musl ims 
Among the Indian ulama Shah Abdul Aziz (d . l 824 ) is of the 
view, when non-Muslims established their hold over Muslim 
country and it became impossible for Muslims of that country, 
even the people of neighbouring area to drive them away and they 
possessed so much power that they could change or abolish 
Islamic laws at their will. Moreover , the Muslim inhabitants were 
no longer safe as they had been earlier such country in legally to 
be called darul harb.^^ 
According to just ice Abdur Rahim, ''darul harb is a country 
governed by a non-Muslim ruler and a Muslim can not live therein 
with personal security and f reedom, even he could not discharge 
his religious duties freely".^^ In view of Maulana Abdul Hai 
Lucknawi, darul harb means a country ruled by non-Musl im ruler 
and governed by un-Islamic laws and so it becomes unsafe for 
Muslims.^^ 
Defining darul harb, Maulana Muhammad Mian Muradabadi 
says, a non Muslim state is to be called as darul harb al though it 
is not at war with Muslims and there is an agreement between non-
54 Rashid Ahmad Riza, Tafstr a! Quran al-Hakim, (entitled Tafsir al-Manar), Egypt, 1367 A.H. 
6/409. 
55 Fatawa Azizia, (compiled by Abdul Jaleel), Matba Kanzul Ulum, Hyderabad, 1895, 1/52. 
56. Abdur Rahim, op. c i t , p- 395. 
57. Majnni-al-Fatawa, (compiled by Muhammad Qayum), Matba Qaumia, Kanpur, 1953, 3/173. 
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Muslims and Muslims with regard to protect ion and security of 
l ife and property of the latter. According to him, if a state is non-
Muslim it would remain darul harb inspite of d i f fe ren t kinds of 
f o 
faci l i t ies provided to Muslims. 
Maulana Abdul Samad Rahmani former chief of Imarat- i-
Shariah Bihar-wa-Orissa is of the opinion that part of the world 
where non-Muslims are dominant and their rules and regulat ions 
are enforced is to be called darul harb.^^ A great poli t ical thinker 
of the Indian sub-continent Maulana Abu-Ala Maududi (b.l913-
1973) is of the view that every darul kufr is darul harb. Darul kufr 
means all those countries where un-Islamic rule prevail and no 
part of Islamic law is enforced. Such dar is always in the 
condit ion of war with Muslims.*'® 
Muhammad Abu Zahra (b.l948) an eminent modern jur is t of 
Egypt considered all those countries darul harb where Musl ims 
have no power and have no pact with non-Musl ims governing the 
country.' '" 
Wahab Mustafa al-Zuhail i , a Syrian Scholar of modern 
period said, all those countries where poli t ical authori ty did not 
58 Abu Salman Shahjahanpuri, op c i t , p 57 
59 Abdul Samad Rahmam. op c i t . p 4 
60 Abu-Ala-Maudadi, Sud, op c i t , 1/22-23 
61 Muhammad Abu Zahra, al-Alaqal al-Dawlivah ft Islam, al-Darul Qaumiah III tabaah wai 
Nashr, Cairo. 1964. P 53 
belong to Muslims and the Shariat rules are not in operation are 
darul harb.^^ 
In view of Jamaluddin Atiyah, a reputed scholar of Egypt, 
the term darul harb is to be applied to a country where 
sovereignty belongs to non-Musl ims with the result no part of 
Is lamic law is enforced. Moreover , no pact exists between 
Musl ims and Ahl-al-harb and there is continuous threat for 
Muslims from the non-Muslims.^"' According to Abdul Hamid Abu 
Sulaiman, a modern poli t ical theorist , darul harb is opposite of 
darul Islam and the term may be applied to all non-Muslims 
countries wherein is constant threat to the freedom and security of 
Muslims.^' ' 
In course of their discussion about Shariat's at t i tude towards 
commercial interest in modern India, a number of Indian ulama 
have defined darul harb. It appears that Muslims generally 
accepted opinion that darul harb means a country where non-
Muslims have dominance and Muslim inhabitants of that country 
have no authority. They also feel themselves insecure and are not 
f ree to perform their rel igious duties openly or they have to seek 
permission of the non-Musl im rulers for the same. These ulama 
62 Wahab Mustafa al Zuhaili, op c i t , pp 160-161 
63 Jamal-ud-din Atiyah, Islanu Shanat ka Unmmi Jaizah, Isiami Fiqh Academy, New Delhi. 
1993, P 311 
64 Abdul Hamid Abu Sulaiman, The hiamic Theory of International Relations, Washington, 
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include Maulana Khalid Saifullah Rahman i /^ Maulana Habibur 
R a h m a n / ^ Maulana Junaid Alam Nadvi^^ and Mahfuzu r Rahman 
Qasmi.^^ 
Some theologians of modern period consider darul harb a 
part of darul kufr. In this regard Maulana Abui Hasan Ali muf t i 
Dar ul-Ulum Islamia Arabia Malta Gujrat says, darul kufr has two 
parts darul harb and darul amn/muahida. He is of the view darul 
harb means a country which is at war or in condit ion of war with 
Musl ims. 
Another scholar Najmuddin Islahi is of the view that darul 
harb is of two kinds, first one is to be called darul amn where 
non-Musl ims are in dominant posit ion, but Musl ims have f reedom 
to pract ise their religion and second was designated by them as 
darul farar, where Muslims have no religious f reedom and they 
are not safe and secure t h e r e . T h e Holy Quran divided the people 
of world into two broad categories-bel ievers and non-be l ievers and 
sub divided the non believers into two categories (a) combatants , 
(who are at war with Muslims) and (b) non-combatants , (who may 
have pact with Muslims). In case the Muslims are not safe and 
they can not perform their religious duties freely. They are also in 
65 Khahd Saifullah Rahmani, Jadid Fiqhi Masad, Qazi Publishers, New Delhi, 1991, 2/259 
66 Habib ur Rahman, Majallah Fiqh Islami, 1989, PP 247-248 
67 Ibid, P 371 
68 Ibid, P 473 
69 Abdul Hasan All, "Riba Ki Tarif Aur uskey Ahkam wa Masail", Majallah Fiqh-i-lslami, 
Islami Fiqh Academy, New Delhi, 1989, P 353 
70 Najmuddin Islahi, Maktuhat Shaikh ill Islam, Majlis Yadgar Shaikh ul Islam, Karachi, 1994, 
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continuous threat of oppression, so the Muslims of other countries 
are required to fight for these weak Muslims who are trapped in 
such lands technically called darul harb. In this regard Holy 
Quran says, 
"And why should not ye fight in the cause of Allah and of 
those who, being weak, are ill treated (oppressed)? Men, children 
and women, whose cry is, "Our Lord rescue us f rom this town 
whose people are oppressors, and raise for us f rom thee one who 
will protect and raise for us from thee who will help. (Al-Nisa-75) . 
Secondly, it is also desirable for Muslim suf fe r ing from 
insecurity and oppression of unbelievers in darul harb to migrate 
f rom such land to a safer place, so that they can pract ice their 
rel igion freely. As a matter of fact , migration is al lowed only in 
extreme situation as was the case in Makkah during the early 
period of the prophethood of Hazrat Muhammad (SAW), when he 
al lowed his Sahaba to migrate to Abyssinia (modern Ethopia) . In 
the later period when Muslims faced more dangerous si tuation and 
their suffer ing became unbearable Prophet Muhammad (SAW) 
permitted the Muslims to migrate to Madinah and he himself did 
the same. '" 
But Muslims are not required to migrate from darul harb if 
they are free to o f fe r their prayers openly. In this regard Hazrat 
7 1 . Ibn Hisham, al-Sirat al-Nabawiyah. Mustafa al-Babi al-HaIbi, Egypt, ) 955, 1/321 -322. 
Aisha (RA) is reported to have said, that migrat ion is lawful only 
in case of fear of persecution when the si tuation changes and one 
can per form his religious duties freely, migrat ion does not remain 
obligatory.^^ Explaining the same point Abdul Hasan Ali al-
Mawardi the noted political theorist observed that if any Muslim is 
f ree to observe his religious duties in a non Musl im land, his stay 
in that place is more virtuous than migration.^^ 
Moreover , the Muslim jurists have not only def ined darul 
harb a distinct category of lands or countries, they also explained 
the provision of Islamic law governing this land and its 
inhabitants . 
1. In darul harb, the penal laws of Islam would not be enforced.^'* 
2. If any dispute arises between two Musl ims of darul harb, the 
Qazi of darul Islam could not settle their cases because both 
these Muslims are outside the jur isdic t ion of darul IslamJ^ 
3. Selling arms to residents of darul harb is un lawful and 
prohibited for Muslims.^'' 
4. The residents of darul harb would not be al lowed to reside in 
darul Islam for the whole year. They should be informed by the 
72. Ahmad bin Ali bin Hajar al-Asqaini, Fath ul Ban Sharah Sahih al-Bukhan, Dar ui Kutub a! 
Ilmia, Beruit. 1997, 7/290. 
73. Ibid, 7/290. 
74. Muhammad Amin bin a! Abidin al-Shami, Radd ul Muhtar ala Durr ul Makhtar, Dar ul Kutub 
al-Ilmia, Beruit, 1994 3/351. 
75. Shamsuddin Sarkhasi, Sharh Sivar al-Kabir. op cit., 4/234. 
76. Burhanuddin Ali bin Abu Bakr al Marghinani, al-Hidaya, Ashraf Book Depot, Deoband (n.d.) 
2/564. 
ruler that he would have to pay the Jizyah, if he stays for one 
year.^^ 
5. If any Mustamin (Muslim resident of darul harb) d iscovers a 
mine in darul harb it is undesirable for the Musl im to work in 
7 8 
that mine and bring out iron from it. 
6. If any one from the Muslim spouse migrates f rom darul harb to 
darul Islam and chooses to reside there, their matr imonial 
re la t ionship would automatically come to end.^^ 
7. If a Muslim of darul harb is killed by another Musl im of darul 
harb and murderer takes shelter in darul Islam, the penal 
ordinances of Islam would not be enforced upon him.^° 
In the light of above discussion it may be said that darul 
harb means land of war where Muslims have no re l igious f reedom 
and no security of their l ife and property. 
Darul Sulh/Amn 
In addition to darul Islam and darul harb, some other 
ca tegor ies of land were also defined by the jur i s t s and poli t ical 
theoris t such as darul sulh, darul ahd and darul amn. Their 
def in i t ions show that these categories were recognized in 
accordance with the peculiar situation prevailed in a country 
which could not be interpreted exactly in term of the two well-
li. Siyar a!- Kahir. Dafl'ht^ l^ ra r i f a V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ e 
77. Ibid, 2/565,566. 
78. Muhammad bin Hasan al-Shaiban . v  l  . a f t ^ I F a r i f T l - ' ^ i ^ a w l J l ^ r a b a d , 
1335 A.H. 4/1477. 
79. ai-Marghinani op. cit., 2/347. 
80. Alauddin ai-Kasani, op. cit., 7/132. 
known categories. The common feature of these categories of land 
is the opportunit ies of peaceful living availed by Musl ims or non-
Musl ims through formal agreement /concluded between them or as 
a result of constitutional provis ions of a country or t radit ional 
a tmosphere of tolerance found in a part icular land. Though darul 
sulh and darul ahd were discussed by some of the jurists of the 
classical period but not with much details as we find in case of 
darul Islam and darul harb. The jur i s t s of the lat ter period 
at tempted to apply these terms to d i f ferent lands according to their 
own assessment of situation found in them. Sometimes they d i f fer 
in their approaches on this issue. More confus ion was created by a 
section of juris ts of modern time who used these words 
interchangeably. There is also d i f ference of opinion among them 
with regard to the exact nature of these three dars. Some consider 
them a part of darul harb or darul kufr. While others regarded 
them separate dars (quite dist inct from darul Islam and darul 
harb). 
As a matter of fact, darul sulh as the third category of land 
was recognized for the first time by Imam Shafi i . In his view darul 
sulh s ignif ies all those non-Muslim countries which had accepted 
the sovereignty of a Muslim state and concluded a formal 
agreement with it. Accordingly they maintained re la t ions with 
each other. Generally, such agreement required the non Musl ims to 
8 I 
pay some amount to the Muslim state in the form of Jizyah. D. B. 
Macdonald , the famous Orientalist and writer on const i tu t ional law 
of Islam had agreed with those juris ts who recognized the 
exis tence of the third category of land called darul sulh or darul 
ahd. According to him darul sulh is a place which exists besides 
darul Islam and darul harb and is not directly under Musl im rule, 
but has tributary relationship with a Muslim s t a t e / ^ 
Though some jur is ts have discussed darul ahd as a separate 
category but its definit ion shows that it may be treated similar to 
that of darul sulh. For example, according to Imam Muhammad 
darul ahd or darul muahidah s ignifies a country which has peace 
pact with Muslims. They are guranteed protect ion of their l ife and 
property and freedom in their religious a f fa i r s . But it has been 
c lar i f ied by the learned jurist that, if non-Muslims have their ruler 
and defense power then their pact with the Musl ims would be valid 
Q "3 
and their land be called darul ahd or muahida. 
In view of Wahab Mustafa al-Zuhaili , a modern Syrian Jurist 
darul ahd means those areas which are not conquered by Musl ims 
but their inhabitants have concluded peace with Musl ims on the 
condit ion of payment of JizyakXo them. He fur ther expla ined that 
JizyahMiQuXd. not be collected from these people because of being 
81. Muhammad bin Idris al-Shafii, Kitah-ul-Umnu al-Matba al-Kubra al -Amriyah, Egypt, 1322 
A.H. 4/103-104. 
82. D.B. Macdonald, "Darul Sulh". First Encyclopedia of Islam, E.J. Brills, Leiden, 1936, 2/919. 
83. Muhammad Abu Zahra, op. cit.. pp: 56-57. 
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outside the jur isdict ion of daritl Islam and Shariat rules would not 
be enforced with regard to them. However, the people of such land 
are bound to honour the clauses of peace treaty concluded with 
Muslims.^'* Another western scholar of modern period def ines the 
darul ahd as land of covenant which is an intermediate terri tory 
8 5 
between darul Islam and darul harb. 
It may be added here that apart from jur is ts some of the 
wel l -known historians like Ahmad bin Yahya Jabir al-Balazuri has 
also attempted to explain the term darul sulh in historical 
perspect ive. According to him darul sulh may be applied to 
terr i tories not conquered or subdued by Muslim army but the 
people of such non-Muslim countries came to make peace 
agreement with Muslims on the condition of paying Jizyah. This 
guarantees them peace (sulh). To il lustrate this point he has given 
examples of the treaty concluded between the Prophet Muhammad 
(SAW) and with the Christ ians of Najran. They were required to 
pay Jizyah to Islamic state in return for guaranty of security of 
their l ife and property. Under such treaty the Christ ians also 
recognized the Islamic s t a t e . I n the same way, the companion of 
prophet Muhammad (SAW) Abu Ubaida Amr bin al-Jarrah who 
was appointed as military commander of Muslim force during the 
84 Wahab Mustafa al Zuliaili, op c i t , P 160 
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period of Hazrat Umar (R.A), had made peace pact (sulh) with the 
people of Hims and guaranteed them security of their l i fe and 
. 87 proper ty . 
It is worthy that the special category of land darul sulh or 
darul amn has great importance from the point of view that it 
shows the emphasis given by Islam and Musl ims on maintenance 
of peace and peaceful co-existence. Ofcourse , the Holy Quran has 
given earnest call for jihad against enemies of Islam par t icular ly 
against those who are creating disturbance on the earth and 
prevent ing people from this religion and it has also exhorted the 
Musl ims to fight in the way of Allah and sacr i f ice their l i fe and 
proper ty for the same. But it must be noted that Holy Quran 
basical ly stands for peace and enjoins upon the Musl ims not to do 
anything which endangers the peace and not to miss any 
oppor tuni ty which may ensure peace. This is qui te evident from 
the Quranic command given to Muslims to give ful l respect to 
peace treaty and to come forward for peace whenever the enemies 
showed inclination for the same. The Holy Quran says: 
But the treaties are not dissolved with those pagans with whom ye 
have entered into alliance and who have not subsequent ly fai led 
you in ought. Nor aided any against you. So fu l f i l l your 
87. Muhammad Abu Zahra, op. cit., 1964, P:56. 
engagements with them to the end of their term. For Allah loveth 
the r ighteous. {al-Taubah-A) 
The same point was emphasised in another verse wherein 
pledge between Muslims and non-Muslims was treated as a pledge 
with Allah {mithaq al-Allah) and Muslims were directed to keep it 
s teadfast ly "Fulf i l l the covenant of Allah, when you have entered 
into it, break not your oaths af ter You have made Allah your surety. 
For Allah knowth all that you do, and be not like a women who 
break into untwisted strands the yarn, which she has spun, af ter it 
has become strong using your oaths to deceive one another, lest 
one party should be more numerous than another {al-Nahl-9\-92). 
In the same way, the Holy Quran gives clear direction to Muslims 
to respond without any hesitat ion to the call of f ight ing forces of 
non-Musl ims for coming to peace as stated in this verse. 
"But if the enemy incline towards peace, do thou also incline 
towards peace, and trust in Allah for He is the one that hearth and 
knowth (all things)" . {al-Anfal-6\) 
As a matter of fact , the holy Quran makes strong plea for 
maintaining good relat ions with non-Muslims and giving all kind 
of help to peace loving people. The Holy Quran says; 
"Allah forbid you not, with regard to those who fight you not for 
(your) faith, nor drive you out of your homes, f rom deal ing kindly 
and just ly with them, for Allah loveth those who are jus t {al-
Mumtahina-^). 
It is important to note here that some ulama of Indo-pak 
subcontinent have recognized another category of land known as 
darul amn. Some Indian jur is ts of modern per iod especially 
Maulana Anwar Shah Kashmiri def ined darul amn as a state where 
Musl ims are free to perform their rel igious duties and their life 
and property are safe. It is also very important to note here that he 
considered darul amn as a part of darul harb and fur ther pointed 
out that darul amn does not mean only const i tut ional guarntee of 
peace and security for Muslim what is more important according to 
him is that they actually feel themselves safe and secure.^^ 
Maulana Naseem also agree with Maulana Anwar Shah Kashmiri , 
but he considers darul amn as part of darul kufr, where Muslims 
retain their cultural and rel igious identity.^^ 
Another scholar Mufti Nizamuddin states that darul amn 
s ignif ies a country where Muslims are allowed to fol low the 
Shariat's rule in di f ferent aspects of their l ife and they have 
opportunity to live peacefully.'^" Elaborat ing the same point Khalid 
Saiful lah Rahmani says darul amn is a country which is ruled by 
non-Musl ims but Muslims live therein peaceful ly and they are free 
88 Sayyid Ahmad Raza, Malfuzal Muhaddnh Kashmn i. Bait ul Hikmat, Deoband, 1409 A H . 
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90 Nizam-ud-dm. "Masiah Riba" Ma/a/lah Fiqh Islanii. P 388 
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to profess their religion and perform their rel igious duties. If 
Musl ims have no consti tutional guarantee for the same or they 
actual ly enjoy the same that country would not be called darul 
amn but be treated a part of darul harh^^ 
The provisions of law governing the darul amn was 
discussed by some modern jur is ts in details . The important 
provis ions are given here. 
1. The penal ordinances of Islam would not be enforced in 
darul amn. 
2. The disputed cases of Muslims residing in darul amn could 
not be settled in darul Islam. 
3. The Muslims living in darul amn are not required to migrate. 
4. It is desirable for the Muslims of darul amn to support and 
help the ruler of the land against enemy or foreign invader. 
5. If any of the spouse of darul amn went to darul Islam it 
would not be considered a breach between them because on 
account of peace pact they can go to each o the r ' s dar. 
6. If Muslims of darul amn had unanimously selected anyone as 
qazi he is fully authorized to decide the cases of Musl ims 
and solve their legal problems. 
91 Khalid Saifullah Rahmani, "Bank Interest, Sudi Qarz Aur Hindustan Ki Shari Haisiyaf 
Majallah Fiqh Islami, op c i t , P 226 
7. Life and property of Muslims is to be considered sacrosanct 
in darul amn in the same way as the zimmis have this 
privilege in darul Islam.'^^ 
At the end, it may be concluded that all those countr ies 
where Muslims are residing with non-Muslims or vise versa with 
some kind of pact or treaty will be called darul sulh. Never theless 
all those countries where Muslims and non-Musl ims are living 
together peaceful ly without any agreement would be called darul 
amn. Moreover, darul sulh would also be called darul amn, 
because of peace pact existing between the two communit ies , but 
it may be clarified that in darul amn there is no need of having 
any kind of pact for mutual existence. 
92 . Khalid Saifusllah Rahmani, op. cit.. PP: 35-36. 
CHAPTER-3 
LEGAL POSITION OF INDIA DURING THE 
BRITISH PERIOD 
After the death of Aurangzeb (d 1707) his successors did not 
rule well and could not conduct the state adminis t ra t ion 
ef fec t ive ly . These rulers such as Mohammad Shah (ruled 1719-
1748) and Ahmad Shah (ruled 1748-54) cared very l i t t le about the 
problems of the empire and administrat ive works . Instead, they 
passed and merry-making activities which resulted in the weakness 
of the Mughal Empire. The invasion of Nadir Shah in 1739AD 
fur ther weakened the empire. In this way the internal chaos and 
external disturbances led to the disintegrat ion of the empire. The 
internal forces like that of Jats, Sikhs on one side and the Maratha 
on the other side created a havoc and consequent ly , they brought 
the outer provinces under their control." This proved the way for 
the occupation of India by the Brit ishers in the second half of the 
eighteenth century and the establishment of their rule . In the new 
situation there emerged many problems of soc io-economic life, 
and some of them were quite interest ing f rom jur id ica l point of 
view. These have obviously attracted the cotemporary ulama and 
jur i s t s who examined them in their works of d i f fe ren t nature . One 
of the important issues, which confronted them was legal posit ion 
Khaliq Ahmad Nizami. Shahwalnillah Kay Siyasi Maktuhat, Aligarh , 1950, PP:2-3 
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of India under the British rule. Significantly enough, f irst of all 
Shah Abdul Aziz (1746-1824) responded to this issue in the form 
of a fatwa. He declared India to be darul harb. Giving his opinion 
he stated that "in this country (India), the Imam ul Musl imin 
(Musl im ruler) wields no authority at all, whereas the Chris t ian 
leaders have become powerful enough and their orders are 
fol lowed everywhere. In different spheres of the state 
adminis t ra t ion Islamic laws are enforced. There are, of course , 
certain religious matters of Muslims such as Friday and Eid 
prayers, call for prayers (azan) and cow slaughter with which they 
did not interfere. In fact they overlooked these matte s due to 
adminis t ra t ive problems. But on account of their own regula t ions 
they demolish mosques without any hesitation. Moreover , Musl ims 
and any foreign traveller could not enter the country or its suburbs 
wi thout obtaining permit from them. However, somet imes they did 
not interfere with the travellers and merchants goings through the 
country due to their own interests. The dignitr ies such as Shuja-u l -
Mulk and Wilayat Begum also could not enter their ter r i tor ies 
without seeking permission from them. Their rule is extended from 
this city (Delhi) to Calcutta. But they did not exercise their 
authori ty in other important cities like Hyderabad, Lucknow and 
Rampur due to submissive and reconciliatory at t i tude of the rulers 
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of these territories.^ The well known scholar and son of Shah 
Wall iul lah, Shah Rafiuddin fol lowed his brother with regard to the 
legal status of India under British rule. He was also of the opinion 
that India under British rule was darul harb? The same view was 
held by Qazi Sanaullah Panipati (1731-1810) who was a famous 
mufassir and juris t of 18"' century A.D. He said, "Non-Musl ims 
got dominance over this country so all Musl ims of this country are 
under the status of mustamin (protected people) . Those mustamins 
who reside in darul harb, should not take the property of non-
Musl ims illegally.'* 
Sayed Ahmad Shaheed (d. 1830) was shocked by the 
subjugat ion of India by the Bri t ishers . He was deadly against the 
colonial rule in this country and gave earnest call for jihad against 
them. It was based on his firm belief that India has become darul 
harb under the British rule and it is our duty to make free this 
country from this oppressive rule. He stated that, it is observed 
that af ter capture of power by the foreigners the honour of former 
rulers (i.e. Muslims) was lost and their property was looted. The 
common Muslims are also not feel ing safe under their rule and 
their life has become miserable. According to Sayed Ahmad 
2. Fatawa-i-Shah Abdul Aziz, (Compiled by Muhammad Abdul Ahad), Darul Muj tabai , Delhi. 
1311 A.H,p:17. 
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Delhi, 2000 p,266 
4. Ibid, pp.267-268. 
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Shaheed, "presently in 1233A.H( 1817) major part of India has 
become darul harb'\^ 
Issuing the same fatwa, Maulana Abdul Hai (d. 1243/1828) 
has given its rationale in these words. The imperial terr i tor ies of 
the Christains extending from Calcutta to Delhi and other 
countr ies adjoining India (i.e. North western provinces of the East 
India company) are all the countries of enemy. Because un-Is lamic 
rules and regulations are enforced everywhere and no step is taken 
to implement Shariat's rules. In view of this s i tuat ion the country 
(India) is darul harb.^ 
It is quite evident from the historical sources that in the 
period fol lowing mutinous events of 1857 the at t i tude of Indian 
ulama towards the British government has become more harsh. 
More ulama were coming out in favour of declar ing India as darul 
harb. It may be realized from the fact that a fatwa was issued with 
the signature of thirty four ulama to that e f fec t . The ulama who 
signed the famous fatwa included; Noor Jamal, Muhammad Abdul 
Karim, Sikandar Ali, Sayed Muhammad Nazir Husain, 
Rahmatul lah, Muft i Sadruddin, Muft i Ikramuddin, Sayed Rahmat 
Ali, Muhammad Ziauddin, Abdul Qadir, Ahmad Sayeed, 
Muhammad Munier Khan, Molvi Abdul Ghani, Molvi Muhammad 
5 Shah. Ismail Shaheed, Swat ul Mvstaqeenu (Urdu tr. Janrable Shah), Kutub Khana Ashrafia, 
Deoband, (n.d.), p 107. 
6 Haflz Malik, Muslim Nationalism in indta and Pakistan, Public Affairs Press, Washington, 
1963, pp. 164-165 
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Ali, Fariduddin, Muhammad Sarfaraz Ali, Sayed Mahboob Ali 
Jafar i , Abu Ahmad Muhammad Hamiduddin, Sayed Ahmad Ali, 
Ilahi Baksh, Muhammad Karimullah, Molvi Sayeeduddin, 
Muhammad Mustafa Khan, Muhammad Ansar Ali , Hafeezul lah 
Khan, Muhammad Nurul Haq, Muhammad Hashim, Hyder Ali, 
Sai fur Rahman, Sayed Muhammad, Muhammad Imdad Ali, Sayed 
Abdul Hamid, Mufti Muhammad Rahmat Ali Khan, Muhammad Ali 
Husain. They were of the view that, it is obl igatory upon the 
Musl ims of this city of Delhi to wage Jihad against the enemy who 
have encircled the city with the motive of massacre.^ 
In the same period Maulana Qasim Nanutavi (1832-1880) the 
dist inguished theologian and the founder of Dar-ul-Ulum 
(Deoband) also supported the view that India is darul harb, and 
that jihad is obligatory against the Bri t ishers . But it appears that 
later he changed his attitude as in the last part of the same work, 
he stated that in view of the situation prevai l ing in this country, it 
could be considered darul Islam but not darul harb. Moreover , he 
sacarast ically remarked about those ulama who considered India 
darul harb for some reasons and called it darul Islam for other. He 
said. "They are very strange people when they are told that India 
is darul harb and they have to migrate from this country, then they 
quickly call it darul Islam and when told usury t ransact ion is 
7. Mohammad Ayoub Qadri. Jimn-i-Azacli IS5'. Pak Academy, Karachi. 1972, pp.402-406. 
unlawful in this country, they at once declare India to be darul 
harb} 
In view of Maulana Rashid Ahmad Gangohi (1832-1905) 
also "whole India under the British rule is darul harb and non-
Musl im women are harbi!^ But it appears from his another fatwa 
issued earlier that he had no def ini te opinion about the issue. He is 
reported to have said that the matter was controversial among the 
ulama and he himself had not thoroughly examined the issue till 
now. 
Taking a very clear-cut stand about Brit ish India, Maulana 
Mahmud Ahmad Gangohi (1851-1920) says, that all those places 
which are ruled by non-Musl ims are darul harb. The same legal 
posi t ion of India was already defined by Shah Adbul Aziz and 
there is no change in the previous si tuation. So in present time 
India remains as darul harbV 
Muft i Abdur Rahim (b. 1855) did not issue any formal fatwa 
relat ing to legal position of India. But in response to a legal query 
about punishment for adultery he pointed out "it is impossible to 
implement penal laws of Islam regarding adultery in India, 
because such punishment are given or implemented in darul Islam 
8 Qasim ul Ulum, vol 1/28,35 as cited by Sayeed Ahmad Akbarabadi, Hindustan Ki Shan 
Haisiyat, Aligarh Muslim University, Press, Aiigarfi, 1968, pp. 43-44. 
9 Rashid Ahmad Gangohi, Falavi'a-i-Raslvdia, Muhammad Sayeed and Sons, Tajiran Kutub 
Karachi, (n d ), p 493 
10 Ibid, p 430 
11 Faiawa Mahmudia, (compiled by Muhammad Farooq), Maktaba Mahmudia, Meerut, 1986 
1/112,313. 
only. In darul harb the Islamic rules couldn ' t be enforced 
therefore in India which is darul harb. Islamic penal law cou ldn ' t 
be put into practice". '^ 
The eminent scholar and famous muhaddis of the Deoband 
school of thought Maulana Anwar Shah Kashmiri (1875-1933) 
thought that India was darul harb and ushr ( t i the) would not be 
levied on land of Indian Muslims. He was of the view that the 
darul harb actually means the land wherein inf ide ls exercise 
supreme authority and all the matters are under their control . 
According to him darul harb does not mean only restr ic t ion on 
per forming religious duties like daily prayers and fas t ing (saum). 
The scholars who think so are not right in their s tandpoint . '^ 
Maulana Anwar Shah fur ther explained this point in a speech 
which he delivered in 1927 in a programme of Jamiat -u l -Ulama-i -
Hind held in Peshawer. He stated that in no way India would be 
considered darul Islam, because the implementat ion of Is lamic law 
in this country is not feasible. However it may be considered darul 
amn which is also a part of darul harb}^ 
In view of Maulana Abu Mahasin Muhammad Saj jad , the 
issue is controversial among the ulama of the period, but most of 
the Hanaf i ulama considered India of the British period as darul 
12 Abdul Rahim, Falawa-i-Rahimia, Kohinur Press. Delhi, (n d ), 6/321 
13 Anwar Shah Kashmiri, al-Uif a/Shazi Shai h Janu al-Tirmizi, Matba Qasmi, Deoband, 1342 
AH p286 
14 Mushtaq Ahmad, Masalah sild Aw den iil hoih. Yonus Printing Press, Multan, 1935. p 32 
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harb. This statement shows that Maulana Abdul Mahasin 
Muhammad Sajjad agreed with this point of view. '^ 
Maulana Mufti Muhammad Kifayat-ul lah (1875-1952) , the 
noted jur is t thought that India was basically darul harb, though it 
may appear darul Islam in some matters like f r iday and Eid 
prayers . But it does not change its actual posi t ion. Accordingly in 
1939 he clearly declared India to be darul harb and also stated 
that contemporary ulama were unanimous on this issue. 
Maulana Husain Ahmad Madni (1879-1957) is of the opinion 
that, "India is darul harb and would remain darul harb till the 
domination of infidels here. The laws relat ing to darul harb 
wholly prevailed here and there is no possibi l i ty of change in this 
s i tuat ion". '^ Maulana Saduddin Kashmiri and Maulana Amanullah 
Kashmiri were also of the opinion that India under Bri t ish rule was 
1 8 
darul harb. 
With reference to the view of Shah Abdul Aziz, Sayed 
Muhammad Mian (1903-1975) clearly stated that India under the 
Brit ish rule was darul harb. Giving rat ionale for such opinion, he 
pointed out that the Brit ishers were dominant everywhere. 
Sometimes, Muslims are prevented by an ordinary col lec tor from 
15 Faiawa hnarat Shai lal (compiled by Mujahid ul Islam Qasmi), Imarat Sharia, Bihar, (n d ), 
pp 233-234 
16 Fatawa Kifayat id Mufti (compiled by Hafiz ur Rahman), Kohinur Press, Delhi, 1971,1 /16-
18 
17 Husam Ahmad Madni. Fatawa shaikh u! Islam, Maktaba Dinia, Deoband, 1996, p 141-142 
18 Abu Salman ShahJahanpuri, Ban saghir Pak-o-HtndKt Shan Haniyat Majlis Yadgar Press, 
Lahore, 1993, p 129 
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offer ing prayer in mosque, Muslims have became so much 
powerless , that they freely could not o f fe r congregat ional prayer. 
The inf ields are in such a dominant posi t ion that no other darul 
harh may be found like this. Islamic customs and t radi t ions may 
be observed only after getting permission f rom the British 
government . So certainly India has become darul harb.^^ It is 
interest ing to note that dist inguished poet Maulana Iqbal Ahmad 
Suhail a scholar of oriental studies declared India darul harb, but 
opposed migration (hijrat) f rom India. In his own words, "any 
country which is not governed in accordance with the Sharia is 
darul harb irrespective of the fact that its ruler is Musl im or non-
Musl im. In his view India as a darul harb has pecul iar posit ion, 
because life of Muslims is no longer in danger and they are 
permit ted to act on different provis ions of Is lamic law such as 
marr iage, divorce, inheritance and hiba (g i f t ) . Moreover , the 
s i tuat ion is not so much disturbing or d is t ress ing that migrat ion 
would become obligatory for them. Undoubtedly the government 
enforce such laws which are against the Islamic business system 
and most of the commercial matters in this country are based on 
interest and that is collected forcibly from the Musl ims. The 
proprietary rights of the original owners were annul led af ter 
i l legal possession for about twelve years by the new occupants 
19. Ibid, pp. 127-128, 
Wine drinking and adultery have legal sanction. Keeping in view 
all these si tuation, Maulana Iqbal Ahmad Suhail considered India 
as darul harb. He also agreed with the view that all those 
condit ions which were laid down by Abu Hanifah for a country 
being darul harb existed in India. It is governed by non-Muslim 
rulers . Its borders touch non-Muslim countries. Af ter the end of 
Musl im rule Musl ims and zimmis are not enjoying peace and calm 
as they had got earlier.^® Mufti Azizur Rahman (1858-1928) the 
famous Muft i of Dar-ul-Ulum Deoband was of the view that India 
was darul Islam during Muslim rule but later when it was occupied 
by Bri t ishers it became darul harb. He has actually based his 
opinion on the fatwa of Shah Abdul Aziz, Haji Imdadullah, 
Muhaj i r Makki and Maulana Muneer Nanautawi (b . I831) . The 
same fatwa was also issued by many other ulama of Deoband.^' 
Maulana Gulam Murshid Lahori , Maulana Ahmad Ali Lahori and 
Maulana Noor ul Haque Lahori also declared Brit ish India as 
Darul harb, thinking that any country being darul harb means 
dominance of non-Muslims and that is very much found in case of 
I n d i a . " 
Muft i Tajuddin Lahori and Maulana Muhammad Yonus 
Loyalpuri of Darul Ifta Numania supported the view of ulama of 
20 Iqbal Ahmad Suhail, Haqiqat a! R/ha, Nizami Press, Badaun, 1936, pp 172-174 
21 Fatawa Dar iil Uloom Deoband, (compiled by Mohammad Zafiruddin), Jamia Islamia, Darul 
Ulum, Deoband, 1983, 12/271-272 
22 Mushtaq Ahmad, Maidah sildAm dai iilha/h, Deoband, 1935, p 30-31 
the Deoband and considered India darul harb, because Islamic law 
was not enforced here, and even the zimmis are depr ived of peace 
which they enjoyed under the Muslim rule.^^ 
Many other ulama including Muhammad Inshal lah took 
clear-cut stand that all the three major condit ions which had been 
laid by Abu Hanifah for a country being darul harb are certainly 
found in India. First, British laws are enforced openly and 
publicly. Secondly, India 's borders touch many non-Musl im 
countr ies like Bhutan, Nepal, Burma, China and Russ ia . Though 
one may consider India adjoining a Muslim state like Afghanis tan , 
but it is very far away and high mountains are s tanding between 
them in such a way that no assistance could reach India within a 
short t ime. Thirdly. Muslims and zimmis are not residing in 
peacefu l condition as they enjoyed complete peace under the 
Musl im rule. Moreover the Bri t ishers have abol ished major part of 
Is lamic laws and there is no scope for implementa t ion of the 
Shariat's rule in the present si tuation. In short, Br i t i sh laws 
prevailed everywhere in this country, thus it is obvious that India 
is darul harb.^'^ 
The eminent scholar Maulana Manazir Ahsan Gilani (1892-
1956) def ines the legal position of India in term of darul kufr. 
23. Ibid, p.31-31. 
24. Muhammad Inshallah, Masalah siicJ Aiir Ti/araii Qarwmi, Hamidia Steam Press, Lahore, 1908 
pp. 23-27. 
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Explaining the point stated that the country was ruled by non 
Musl ims and instead of Shariat it was governed under the British 
law,. The law based on Quran and Sunnah was not implemented 
here. But laws made by non-Muslims were enforced in this 
country. So the first condition laid by Abu Hanifah for darul harb 
(the prevalence of non-Muslim rules) exists here. He also stated 
that most of the Indian borders were adjoining with non-Musl im 
countr ies in such a way no Islamic country exists between them. 
Moreover non-Muslim forces have dominance over seas, no one 
can sail his ship without their permission. Penal laws of Islam 
were not implemented and Muslims were put to death without any 
considerat ion of Islamic laws. Many of them were punished with 
imprisonment , exile and fine on fl imsy grounds. Moreover in many 
cases propert ies were handed over to others through court orders. 
Under the government sanction, usury is permitted everywhere. 
Business of crores rupees under usury is done daily. Above all, 
Musl ims did not have mental peace. So all these si tuations lead to 
conclude that the British India ful f i l led all those condit ions which 
are required for a country being treated as darul harb}^ 
Haji Shariatullah (1781-1840) an eminent theologian of 
Bengal and founder of Faraidi movement was deadly against the 
Bri t ishers and worked hard for the end of their rule. He clearly 
25. Abu Ala Maududi, .n/t/, Markazi Maktaba Islami, Delhi, 1994, pp. 212-215. s 
stated that Bengal under British rule was harmful for Musl ims 
from rel igious point of view. In the absence of their own ruler, 
Musl ims were not able to hold congregational prayers of Friday 
and Eid prayers.^^ In this situation he declared Bengal to be darul 
harb and said; "our country is not darul Islam, ra ther a darul harb 
because , the Muslims of this country cannot observe their 
re l igious duties under the British rule. They can not per form the 
Jum 'ah and Eid prayers in accordance with the Is lamic law".^^ 
It is also noteworthy that a section of ulama of Sind in the 
same period issued a fatwa in which they def ined the legal status 
of a part icular region or province of this country, such as Sind. 
With regard to it Maulana Ibrahim a! Tattawi and other ulama of 
the place declared that sind was darul harb. They adopted the 
usual line of argument that non Muslims were dominant in the 
whole region and that nowhere Islamic law is in operat ion. 
Secondly, Sind is not adjoining any Islamic state, which could 
help it at the period of necessity. Moreover, nei ther Mus l ims nor 
^ 8 
zimmis feel themselves secure therein." 
The same view was also held by Mohammad Tat tawi while 
express ing his opinion he quoted treat ise of Makhdoom 
26 Mumuddin Ahmad Khan, Muslim Snuggle foi Fieedom in Bengal, Islamic Foundation, 
Dacca, 1960, pp 19-20 
27 Mohammad Abdullah, Some Muslim Slalwaits, Islamic Foundation, Dacca 1980, p 24 also 
Encyclopedia of Islam (Urdu) "Article on Faiaidi , Matba al-Maktaba a) lslamia,Lahore, 
1975, 15/223 
28 Rais Ahmad Jafari Nadvi,/(vA/ocz-i-Gwrngas/i/o Muhammad All Academy, Lahore, 1968 pp 
198-199 
Muhammad Tatlawi pointed out that Muslims of Sind were 
actually residing in darul harb. Though they have no restr ict ion 
from the Britishers in their day to day life and they are f ree to 
o f fe r their congregational prayers. But the fact is that the 
fol lowers of different religions wish that their rel igion should 
dominate and their society should prosper. At present , the laws of 
inf idels prevail here and they have upper hand over these cities. 
Their religion has got more inf luence. On the other hand, Muslims 
are living in deplorable condition and their laws are not given due 
respect. In such a situation India under the Brit ish rule is surely to 
be considered as darul harb}'^ The same view was also expressed 
by Abdul Rasul Chatari and consider Sind darul harb.^^ Another 
Sindhi theologian Maulana Abdur Rahman Tat tawi came to the 
conclusion after analysing the views of Indian ulama that no one 
can consider Sind as darul Islam/^ 
In the same period there was another section of ulama who 
contrary to the above point of view, thought that India under the 
Brit ish rule was darul Islam. Among these scholars Maulana 
Karamat Ali (1800-1873) was more well known. He was quite 
impressed by the thinking of Shah waliullah but he did not share 
his polit ical ideas. He was associated with those ulama who had 
accepted British services. He publicly debated with_Xhose ulama 
29. Ibid, pp. 199-200. 
30. Ibid, p. 200. 
31. Ibid, pp. 200-201. 
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who were against the British rule, especially the supporters of the 
Faraidi and Mujahidin movement s /^ In a lecture held on 23 Nov. 
1870 under the auspices of Muhammadan Literary Society of 
Culcut ta , he publicly declared that British India was darul Islam. 
Opposing the standpoint of other ulama, he thought that three 
condi t ions laid down for darul harb are not found here. He fur ther 
stated that many of provisions of Islamic law like that of marriage, 
divorce, inheritance, endowment etc. are enforced with regard to 
Musl ims under the British rule. Musl ims enjoyed every kind of 
f reedom and also the countries bordering the nor thwest of India 
are ruled by Muslims.^^ The same view was held by Ahmad Raza 
Khan (1856-1921) the eminent theologian and one of the greatest 
leaders of Barailvi sect. In his own words, "In India the Muslims 
are f ree to observe the fest ivals of Eid ul fitr and Eid ul azha and 
to per form weekly congregat ional prayers {salat ul Jumah). There 
is also no restriction on azan and Iqamat in daily prayers . In the 
same way, they also observe other re l igious obl igat ions and 
solemnize nikah in accordance with Islamic law. Moreover , in 
many other matters they act according to the verdict {fatwa) of the 
contemporary ulama?'^ Responding to the query about the legal 
status of the British India, eminent scholar of Firangi Mahal and 
32. Nisar Ahmad, Oiigin of Muslim Consciousness in India, Greenwood, New York, 1991,pp 69-70 
33 Peter Hardy, Muslims of British India. Cambridge University Press, London, 1972, p i l l 
34 Ahmad Raza Khan , Ahm al-Alaam-Bi-anna Hindustan darul Islam, Husaini Press Bareilv 
1 9 8 8 , p 2 
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the dist inguished jur is t , Maulana Abdul Hai Lucknowi (1848-86) 
stated that the present days India is darul Islam. Refer r ing to the 
opinion of Imam Abu Hanifah about darul harb, he emphasized 
that the conditions stipulated for such category of land are not 
found in British India. Elaborat ing the point , he observed that the 
Bri t ish government did not interfere with Islamic laws nor they 
prevented Muslims from acting upon their own law inspite of the 
fact that the Judges in the Judicial courts are i n f i d e l s / ^ 
Many other ulama of the period including Maulana Amjad 
Ali^^ and Muft i Muhammad Abdul Qadir, ful ly supported this 
point of view and opined that the term darul harb could not be 
applied to India in present si tuation, nor it would be right to say 
that o f fe r ing friday prayer is non-obl igatory under the British 
r u l e . " 
Maulana Nazir Ahmad Dehlvi ( d . l 902 ) the noted muhaddis is 
among those scholars who think that enforcement of some rules of 
Shariat (like holding friday and Eid prayers) is enough to 
t ransform darul harb into darul Islam, so it would be wrong to 
consider India or Bengal as darul harb, because fr iday and Eid 
prayers are performed openly and there is no restr ic t ion on 
35. Majmu al Falawa, (Urdu Translation), Qayyyumin Press Kanpur, (n.d.), 1/123. 
36. Muhammad Amjad Ali, Bahar-i- Shanal, Kutub Khana Ishaat u! Islam, New Delhi, 1952 
9/117. 
37. Falawa Firangi Mahal, (also known as Falawa Qadira) compiled by Muhammad Raza, 
Lucknow, 1965, pp. 175-176. 
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propagat ion of Islamic teachings and inviting others to the 
rel igion. ^^  
In his stand point, Maulana Nazir Ahmad was supported by 
many Ahl-i-Hadith ulama including Khawaja Ziauddin Ahmad, 
Muhammad Qutbuddin, Sayed Muhammad Hashim, Muhammad 
Naqashbandi , Hafizul lah and Muhammad Yusuf.^^ 
Muft i Nizamuddin Azmi also considered India darul Islam. 
But he argued in a di f ferent way. He stated that if in any country 
laws of Muslims and non-Musl ims prevail at the same time it 
would not be considered darul harb and it is wel l -known that 
Musl ims in British India freely observed their re l igious duties. 
They can do business transactions in their own way and their cases 
are decided according to the Shariat's rules. So keeping these 
things in mind, India under British rule may be rightly called as 
darul Islam and in no way it can be designated as darul harb^^ 
On the issue under discussion Maulana Salamatul lah is more 
categorical when he says that in the present s i tuat ion India 
deserved to be called darul Islam. He thought that all those 
countries which were under Muslim rule and later these were 
occupied by non-Muslims. But some parts of Is lamic law 
continued to be in operation and the rulers did not in ter fere in the 
38 Sayed Nazir Husain, Fatawa Naziria, Delhi Printing Wori<s, Delhi, (n.d.), 2/37-38 
39. Ibid, pp. 40-41 
40. Nizamul Fatawa. (compiled by Muhammad Rakhnuddin), Mufeed Deccan, (n.d.), pp. 476-
477. 
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rel igious matters of Muslims. As a matter of fact such countr ies 
did not loose their position and under this category may be placed, 
India, Afghanis tan, Iran, Egypt and P a l e s t i n e / ' With regard to the 
legal posit ion of the British India the same line of th inking was 
adopted by Maulana Mohammad Abdur Shakoor the famous 
theologian and Jurists of L u c k n o w / ^ The eminent hanaf i jur i s t and 
the well known reformer Maulana Mohammad Ashraf AH Thanvi 
( d . l 9 4 2 ) also declared India as darul Islam and discussed this 
issue in detail a separate work known as Tahzir-ul-Ikhwan-un al-
Riba fi-al-Hindustan. His arguments are similar to that of Maulana 
Abdul Shakur and Maulana Salamatullah and that is inspite of the 
Brit ish rule, di f ferent provisions of Islamic law are put into 
pract ice . Congregational prayers of Jumah and Eid are held 
publicly and the Muslims by and large lived in peacefu l condit ion. 
So there is no legal hindrance in treating India as darul Islam.^' 
He fur ther explained that, no doubt, it became darul harb for 
sometimes, but later situation changed and a number of provis ions 
of Islamic law came to be enforced. The Bri t ishers did not enforce 
their laws except in polit ical and administrat ive a f fa i r s . As regard 
rel igious af fa i rs they do not interfere with them. Moreover , 
Muslims are free to establish their educational inst i tut ions and 
41. Muhammad Salamatullah, Farai:-e-Guasia Taqseem wa Faraiz, Ash al Matba, 1942. p: 18. 
42. Muhammad Abdul Shakur, Urn al-Fiqh, Maktaba Islamia, Lucknow, (n.d.), 2/147. 
43. Mohammad Ashraf Ali Thanvi, Fatwa Tahzir id Ikhwan un al Riba f i al Hindustan. Matbua, 
Kanpur, (n.d.), pp.6-8. 
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impart rel igious knowledge to their wards. All these went against 
the condi t ions laid down by Abu Hanifah and his disciples for a 
country being darul harb So India may be jur idical ly called darul 
Islam.^^ In view of the modern jurist Abdur Rahim also India 
under the British rule deserves to be designated as darul Islam, 
because it is an established fact that friday and Eid prayers were 
regular ly held all over India. The Muslims were guaranteed 
protec t ion of their l ife and property and they had right of 
es tabl ishment of their religious institutions. 
It is important to note here that when the quest ion about 
legal status of India was put to the theologians of Makkah it was 
responded by Mufti Shaikh .Tamal bin Abdullah, Omer a l -Hanaf i 
and Ahmad Ibn Zaini Dahlan a jurist of Shafii school in these 
words , "All praise to Almighty Allah the lord of creat ion. As long 
as some of the peculiar observances of Islam prevail in India it is 
darul Islam"^'^^ Another Makkan theologian of Maliki school, 
Husain bin Ibrahim observed that an Islamic country does not 
becomes darul harb as soon as it passes into hands of inf idels but 
only when all or most of the injunctions of Islamic Shariat 
disappear'*^ so he was also in favour of India being darul Islam. 
44 Ibid, pp 57-62 
45 Abdur Rahim, Principles ofMohaminadanJunspiudence. All Pakistan Legal Decision 
Lahore, 1958, p 397 
46 W W Hunter, The Indians Musalmans, premier Book House. London, 1971, pp 207-208 
47 Ibid, p 209 
There were some ulama of North India who did not clearly 
declare India of the British period to be darul Islam. But it may be 
assumed in the light of their some writ ings that they held the same 
opinion, for example some ulama including Maulana Ali 
Mohammad, Maulana Abdul Ali, Maulana Fazlul lah, Mohammad 
Naim and Maulana Rahmatullah of Lucknow. They issued a fatwa 
in July 1870 to the effect that the Indian Muslims are protected by 
Christ ian rulers and there is no need to wage jihad against them in 
this country. Besides if there be no chance of victory of Muslims 
jihad is unlawful . In support of this view fatawa-i-Alamgiri and 
some other works were quoted. The other ulama Qutbuddin of 
Delhi and Maulana Lutful lah of Rampur were also quoted. 
Mualana Shibi Naumani a great scholar of modern age and 
stunch supporter of Sir Sayed 's modern education policy, is of the 
view, when Tatars occupied the Iran and Iraq but did not prohibit 
Musl ims from of fe r ing daily prayers and keeping fas t ing the 
jur is ts considered these countr ies darul Islam. Chr i s t i an ' s rule 
over India who were scriptures instead of them Tatars who were 
idol worshippers and had no resemblance with Musl ims. Moreover 
Christ ian rulers did not in terfere in rel igious duties too, the 
Muslims criticize their religion openly. He also said that there 
would be no doubt that status of British rulers would be like that 
48. Ibid, p.209. 
of Akbar & Jahangir period. So the opinions of ju r i s t s in such 
condi t ions should be fol lowed. By so he supported the view that 
India under British rule was darul Islam.^^ Later on in March 1912 
A.D. he reverted from his above statement and said India is nei ther 
darul Islam nor darul harb but darul amn. So Jihad and migrat ion 
f rom darul amn is not permissible.^® 
There is another section of ulama and scholars who nei ther 
considered Brit ish India darul Islam nor darul harb or darul kufr. 
They interpreted its legal position in term of darul amn. There are 
some w/owfl/Scholars who clearly did not declare India darul amn, 
but it is apparent from some statements of these Scholars that 
India is darul amn. Among these Sir Sayed Ahmad Khan did not 
clearly declared India as darul amn. But he is of the view, that 
waging Jihad against infidels is not lawful in a country where 
Musl ims left their families and property under the protect ion of 
non-Musl ims so he is in support to consider Brit ish India as darul 
amn.^^ This is also not allowed legally in a country where Musl ims 
are living in peace and security and where Musl ims have no 
chance of success in war against non-Muslims. In such a si tuation 
if any country invaded India Muslims would be sinners if they 
assisted the invader because they live in with peace and comfor t 
49. Shibli Nuomani, Maqalal shihili. Matba Marif, Azamgarh, 1954, 1/167-168. 
50. Makalib shibli, (compiled by Masoud Ali Nadvi) Matba Marif ,Azamgarh, 1927, 2/165. 
51. Maqalal Sir Sayed (edited by Sanauilah Panipati), Majlis Taraqqi Adab, Lahore , 1974, 
13/274-275. 
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and enjoy dif ferent kind of facil i t ies within this country. They 
have rel igious freedom, including giving azan publ ic ly . They 
even can write openly against the propaganda of the Chris t ian 
Miss ionar ies . He concluded that India was neither darul Islam nor 
darul harb but something between both the situations.^^ This leads 
to the assumption that he considered India of the Bri t ish period 
darul amn. A close associative of Amir Al i ' s thought Maulana 
Chirag Ali (1844-95) viewed that "India for the Mus l ims of India 
is nei ther darul harb nor darul Islam, nor a country under a 
Musl im ruler. It is simply British India and as the Mohammadans 
are subjects and protected by the British Indian government , a 
subtle casuist may call it a darul amn or darul zimmah''}^ 
Some of the Ahl al-Hadith ulama part icularly Husain Ahmad 
Batalvi clearly stated that if India cannot be cons idered darul 
Islam in exact sense it may be atleast treated darul silm or darul 
amn. He argued that if any Muslim country like India was 
subjugated by non-Muslim, but Muslims cont inued to have 
re l igious f reedom and they performed their re l ig ious duties 
wi thout any hindrance, that country would remain darul Islam or 
at least it should be considered darul silm or darul amn.^'^ 
52. Maktubat Sir Syed(edited by Shaikh Ismail Panipati), Majlis Taraqqi-Adab, Lahore, 1959, 
p . l88 . 
53 Chirag Ali, The Proposed Political, Legal and Social Reforms Under Muslim Rule. 
Educational Society's Press, Byculla, 1883, p.25. 
54. Husain Ahmad Batalvi, Al Iqlisadfi Masail-i-Jihad, Victoria Press, Lahore, 1876, 2/19. 
Maulana Sanaullah Amritsari another Ahl-i-Hadith 
theologian, when asked about the legal posit ion of India he replied 
that India was neither darul Islam nor darul harb but darul amn. 
In support of his view he simply quoted the fatwa of Husain 
Ahmad Batalvi.^^ Munshi Gulam Jeelani was also in favour of 
t reat ing India as darul amn. But he considered it a part of darul 
harb. He argued that though in some matters like penal laws un-
Is lamic laws prevailed but Muslims are f ree to o f f e r prayers and 
per form their other religious duties. Their l i fe and property is 
safe . In such a situation it would be more correct to treat India as 
darul amn.^^ 
In view of the above discussion the ulama who had 
expressed their opinion regarding the legal status of India under 
Bri t ish rule, may be divided into three d i f fe ren t categories . The 
first category was of the view that India under the Bri t ish rule is 
darul harb, the second category was of the ulama who considered 
India of that period darul Islam. The ulama and scholars of the 
third category interpreted the legal posit ion of Bri t ish India in 
term of darul amn. The main argument of the ulama of first 
category was that Muslims had no authority or pol i t ical power at 
that t ime. Their life and property was quite unsafe . They were 
terror ized and hanged their property was conf i sca ted . Muslim 
55. Falawa Sanaiyah, (compiled by Mohammad Daud Raza, Idarah Tarjaman ul Sunnah, Lahore, 
1972,p.360. 
56. Munshi Gulam Jeelani. Hillat wa Hurmat, sud Ki Bahas Aur Istilahi dar ul harb Ki Tahqiq, 
Faiz ul Amm, Loyalpur, (n.d.), pp: 142-143. 
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dignitaries were given no respect. In many cases mosques were 
raized to ground. This view was held by majority of the ulama. 
The upholders of the second view emphasized that the Muslims 
had protection of their life and property and had also f reedom to 
observe their religious duties. The Brit ishers did not interfere in 
their religious matters and personal law. The Musl ims are also 
permit ted to make sett lement of their cases by their own qazis. 
These ulama were not in favour of migration from this country nor 
that of waging jihad against the Brit ishers. Those ulama and 
scholars who treated India darul amn put forward almost the same 
argument given above (i.e. protection of life and property of 
Musl ims under the British government and its non- in ter ference in 
their rel igious matters. It is very strange that the ulama of the first 
category claimed that the condit ions laid down by Imam Abu 
Hani fah for darul harb did exist in that period and the ulama of 
the second category denied it in toto. It is d i f f icul t to say that 
whether it was due to the d i f ference in the assessment of the 
si tuat ion of the period or to that of interpretent of the statement of 
Abu Hanifah about the condit ions of darul harb. In my view 
Musl ims face highest kind of atrocit ies and the Bri t ishers 
perpetuate every kind of oppressive activit ies against Musl ims. So, 
India of the British period was darul harb and there is no reason 
to call it darul Islam. 
C H A P T E R - 4 
LEGAL POSITION OF INDIA IN POST-
INDEPENDENCE PERIOD 
In 1947 India got freedom as a result of constant s truggle 
and great scarifies by dif ferent sections of society, including 
Musl ims and non-Muslims ulama and pol i t ic ians, common people 
and elites. After independence a const i tut ional government was 
establ ished. It was based on democracy in which all Indians as 
c i t izen ' were given equal rights. They were granted f reedom of 
expression of thought as well as that of profess ion of fai th and 
observat ion of their religious laws. They were also given right to 
establ ish their religious insti tutions and make provision for 
re l igious education of their children. The const i tut ion also 
guaranteed the protection of their life, property and honour and 
enjoined upon the state to take care of the same.^ 
In view of this changed situation the ulama again pondered 
over the issue of legal position of India and expressed their views 
about the same and this process is still cont inuing. The issue is 
quite controversial and divergent views are being expressed. But 
these are of much important f rom jur idical point of view and 
required to be examined thoroughly. In view of the new si tuation 
that prevailed in post independence period, the contemporary 
1 V.N. Shukia ,Consliii/lion of India .Article 5. Eastern Book Company , Lucknow, 2003, p. 11. 
2 Ibid, pp.37, 69, 85. 99, 206, 213 Articles 14-16 
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ulama expressed different opinion with regard to the legal status 
of India. It is very interesting that af ter independence India came 
to be considered various by as darul Islam, darul ahd / darul amn 
and darul harb by di f ferent ulama. It would be of much 
importance to analyse their views and examine their arguments 
given in support of their respective views. There are only few 
ulama who thought that India of pos t - independence period was 
darul Islam. Such ulama included Jalaluddin Ahmad Amjadi , 
Mahfoozur Rahman Qasmi and Mutiur Rahman Rizvi . The first 
one. a theologian of Bareilvi school of thought was of the view 
that all those countries where Muslims are not rulers and Islamic 
state does not exist but Islamic laws prevailed in some way are to 
be considered darul Islam. In the same way he placed in the same 
posi t ion those countries which were governed by Musl ims and 
later on subjugated by non-Muslims, but congregat ional prayers 
like that of friday and Eid are held without any res t r ic t ion. In 
India such situation existed so it deserves to be called darul 
Islam.^ According to Maulana Mehfoozur Rahman Qasmi, Indian 
consti tut ion gives equal rights to Muslims to take part in poli t ical 
and administrat ive affa i rs of this country. They have right to 
profess and practise their religion without any res t r ic t ion, their 
personal law is safe. Muslims like other cit izens of India are 
3 Jalaluddin Ahmad Amjadi, Faim\ a Fai: al Rasool, Darul Ishaat, Faiz al Rasool, Bareily 
Sharif, 1997,2/308,404 
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residing peaceful ly in this country. Moreover Muslims are being 
appointed on the higher government posts in this country. Keeping 
these facts in view it would be wrong to treat this country as darul 
harb. Instead it may be called darul Islam.'^ Examining the 
si tuation prevail ing in India, Maulana Mutiur Rahman Rizvi states, 
s ince hundred years Muslims are holding fr iday and Eid 
congregat ional prayers in accordance with the Sharia. Though 
Islamic laws are not fully enforced but it is also known that un-
Is lamic laws are also not put into practice in toto. There is also no 
restr ict ion on Muslims in acting upon their rel igious laws. 
Moreover India did not share border with any non-Musl im country 
and Muslims and zimmis are residing peaceful ly . So this country is 
legally to be considered as dar ul Islam.^ 
Mufti Sayeed Ahmad Palampuri of Deoband school of 
thought is more categorical on this issue when he says in any 
country where laws of Muslims and non-Musl ims are in operation 
with regard to their own matters that is not darul harb. Instead, it 
may be called darul Islam. In support of his view he fur ther stated 
that India was a secular country where parl iamentarian system of 
government funct ioned and under this government every rel igious 
community has permission to act upon its rel igious laws freely and 
4 Mahfooz-ur Rahman Qasmi, Sud Ka Maslah. Majallah Fiqh Islami, Islami Fiqh Academy. 
New Delhi, 1989, p 474 
5 Muti-ur-Rahman Rizvi, Hmdustan Mem Sud Ka Maslah. Maiallah Fiqh Islami. Islami Fiqh 
Academy Delhi, 1989, pp 505. 507 
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personal law of each community was given due regard. In his view 
there is no other category of land except darul Islam and darul 
harb. So taking the present si tuation into considerat ion, India is to 
be treated as darul Islam.^ Muft i Muheeb Ali and his deputy 
Muhammad Maqsud Ali of Madrasa Jamiat-Ulum Furqania are of 
the view that the conditions for making a country darul harb are 
not found in this country, because non Muslim rules did not 
prevail here fully. In many matters Muslims acted on Islamic law. 
Secondly, India is not adjoining any darul harb, but is surrounded 
by at least two Muslim countries. Moreover Musl ims are residing 
here in a large number. So India may be legally considered darul 
Islam.^ In the opinion of Mufti Mohammad Naseem of Dar ul 
Ulum Ashraf ia Misbah ul Ulum (Mubarakpur Azamgarh) India 
f rom Musl im period to the present time is darul Islam. Elaborat ing 
the point he stated that af ter the end of the Brit ish rule the 
democrat ic form of government was established and under this 
government Muslims are free to o f fe r their daily prayers and even 
the congregat ional ones without any restriction and all those 
condi t ions st ipulated by jur is ts for conversion of darul Islam into 
darul harb did not exist here. He also opposed the exis tence of 
other dars such as darul amn and darul muahidah and thought that 
these terms were coined by some modern jur is ts for personal 
6. Muhammad Sayeed Palampuri, Riba Ki Haqiqat. op. cit., p.337. 
7. Written Fatawa of Madrasa Jamia Ulum Furqania .Rampur.Dated 2002. 
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interest so under (he framework of the two recognized terms India 
o 
is darul Islam and not darul harb. Dr. Abdul Azeem Islahi is also 
of the view that in present polit ical scenario the old terms of darul 
Islam and darul harb are not applicable. Keeping in view the 
f reedom of thought and expression given to Muslims in many non 
Musl im countries, there is no need to coin new terms for such 
countr ies . In these countries some times si tuation becomes 
peacefu l and sometimes violent for the Muslims. Keeping this 
si tuation in view he called India darul fitan!^ But this division of 
land given by him has no jur is t ic sanction. In view of Muft i 
Habibul lah Qasmi it is d i f f icul t to declare India categor ical ly 
darul Islam or darul harb. Because this being a controvers ia l issue 
among the ulama of Indo-Pak sub-continent. Secondly the 
condi t ions laid down by earlier jur is ts for darul harb and darul 
Islam could not be applied in the present situation prevai l ing in 
India. But detailed discussion of the Muf t i ' s especial ly about 
darul Kufr, darul amn and darul sharr wal fasad suggest, he 
consider India darul amn a part of darul kufr. It means he was in 
favour of division of land in other categories also in addi t ion to 
darul Islam and darul harb.^^^ 
The Indian legal status was too much debated in the 
contemporary period and also during earlier period jus t a f ter the 
8. Written FatcM'O of Darul Ulum Ashrafia Misbah ul Ulum, Mubarkpur, Azamgarh. 
9. Abdul Azeem Islahi, SQd Ka Maslah, Majallah Fiqha Islami, op. cit., p.380. 
10. Habibullah Qasmi, Sudi Karbar Ka Umoom. Majallah fiqh Islami. op. cit., pp. 428-430. 
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independence. At that period there was a group of ulama who 
nei ther considered India as darul harb nor declared openly it to be 
darul Islam. Among these ulama the noted theologian and famous 
jur i s t Muf t i Kifayatullah thought India did not remain on its 
earl ier condit ions. But it also did not become darul harb because 
of secular character that of Muslims par t ic ipate in the present 
g o v e r n m e n t . " 
There is another group of ulama who clearly expressed their 
view with regard to India being darul harb. They thought that f irst 
Bri t ishers ruled India and now the majori ty community (Hindus) 
actually governed over this country. Muslims have no decisive 
role in the present political and administrat ive setup. Such ulama 
included Muft i Muhammad Shafi Deobandi; Shaikh ul Islam 
Husain Ahmad Madni, Maulana Minnatul lah. In view of Muft i 
Muhammad Shafi Deobandi af ter parti t ion of India, the part the 
subcont inent which came under the Hindu major i ty community is 
not d i f fe ren t from British India. Under the Bri t ish rule there was 
no signs of Islamic rule and the same situation is found in Post-
Independence India, when a secular democrat ic form of 
government was established. So keeping in view this s i tuat ion 
India is obviously darul harb.^^ In 1950 Shaikh al-Is lam Maulana 
Husain Ahmad Madni was enquired about the legal status of India, 
11. Mufti Kifayatullah, Fatawa Kifayaltil Mufu, Kohinur Press, Delhi, 1971, 1/21. 
12. Muhammad Shafi Deobandi, Jawahir vl Fiqh. Maktaba Tafsir ul Quran, Deoband 1975, 
2126^. 
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he replied that the country became darul harb f rom the veryday 
when Islamic rule came to end af ter the es tabl ishment of the 
Brit ish rule. He also quoted Shah Abdul Aziz and some Deobandi 
ulama who had given verdict about India being darul harb. From 
that very period the situation got changed. In his view Muslims 
per formence of friday and Eid congregat ional prayers without any 
hindrance is not a valid ground for declar ing a country darul 
Islam.^^ Maulana Zafiruddin also considered India darul harb. He 
thought that in 1947 India became free but Musl ims were 
subjected to great loss of their l ife and property. Their l ife, 
property and honour is not safe here. Though some part icular 
Musl ims have benefited in post - independence per iod, but these are 
individual cases and such things also happened in earlier 
government . ' ' ' Maulana Minnatullah Mongiri also held the same 
opinion regarding India. In his support he quoted the verdict of 
Maulana Anwar Shah Kashmiri who thought that any country 
being darul harb or darul Islam depended on the dominat ion of 
Muslims or non Muslims. Obviously in India everywhere non-
Muslims are in dominant posit ion. Observat ion of re l ig ious duties 
by Muslims depends on the permission of the non-Musl im rulers. 
In fact Muslims are powerless and no other communi ty is also 
13. Husain Ahmad Madni, Falawa Shykh iil Islam. Nawaz Publishers Deoband, 1995, pp.142-
143. 
14. FataM'a Darul Ulum Deohand, (selected fatawa of Maulana Zafflruddin Mohammad ), Kutub 
Khana imdadiya, (n.d). 12/268-69. 
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helpless as the Muslims. All these situations suggest that India 
was darul harb in those days. '^ 
Maulana Abdul Aleem Islahi a theologian of modern period 
is of the view that in no way present day ' s India could be 
considered darul Islam. His arguments are that un-Is lamic rules 
are prevalent here. Rein of the government is in hands of non 
Musl ims. The constitution of the country is based on man-made 
laws and not on Quran and Sunnah. These laws came to be 
changed from time to time through legislat ive act ivi t ies of 
par l iament and assemblies. Rulings of the Quran and Hadith are 
considered outdated and any reference to them is branded as 
communal ism. He thought that fundamental r ights given to the 
ci t izens ( including Muslims) in consti tution does not change its 
legal status in view of the Shariat. The si tuation is not favourable 
for Musl ims from the point of view of religious f reedom, safety of 
personal law and provision of equal rights. Expla ining the point he 
observed that in communal riots Muslims are most su f fe re r s and in 
many cases police and army showed favour. The Musl ims became 
quite insecure in such situation. So India is nothing for them but 
darul harb^'' Maulana Muhammad Zaid (Jamia Arabia , Hathaura 
Banda) also considered India darul harb and the basis of his 
opinion was insecurity in which Muslims are l iving in present 
15. Abu Salman Shahjahanpuri, Barr Sagir Hind-o-Pak Ki Sharia Haisiyat, Majlis Yadgar 
Shaikh-ul Islam, Karachi, 1993, pp. 33-34. 
16. Abdul Aleem Islahi, Dorul Islam Aiir Darul harb, Maktaba al Qaza, Hyderabad ,(n.d.). pp.64-65. 
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days. He stated that India is a democrat ic country and the 
const i tut ion of the country guarantees equal rights to every 
rel igious community, but keeping in view the present s i tuat ion the 
life and property of Muslims cannot said to be safe and secure 
anywhere in India. Even their places of worship and rel igious 
inst i tut ions are not safe. Many organisat ions are openly working 
against Muslims and they want to uproot them. The behaviour of 
the government police during dis turbances is also doubt fu l . The 
si tuation may get change sometimes and they lived in peace, but 
by and large the conditions laid down for a country being darul 
harb generally exist. So the legal posit ion of India remained the 
same. '^ A modern scholar Gulam Nabi Faktu is of the view that all 
those countr ies may be considered darul harb where laws of 
unbel ievers prevailed and legislation is based on secular system 
through parl iament and assemblies as is the case in India. In this 
country unbelievers are in dominant posit ion and un-Is lamic rules 
are f irmly established here. Muslims are asked to adopt Hindu 
cul ture and civil ization and to discard their identi ty. In case, some 
rel igious freedom is given to Muslims and some of them are given 
posts in the government, it would not t ransform darul harb into 
darul Islam.^^ 
i 7. Muhammad Zaid, Riba Ki Shari Haqiqat, Majallah Fiqh al-hlami, op. cit., pp.485-486. 
18. Ghulam Nabi Faktu, Maslah Kashmir Ki Shan Haisiyat, Mahtab Publication, Srinagar, 2001, 
pp 36-37. 
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There are some scholars of modern period who are not in 
favour of using the term darul harb instead they choose to use 
darul kufr. In their view all non-Muslim countries may be placed 
under this category. Shams Peerzadah (Idarah Dawat al Quran, 
Mumbai) held the same view. He states that inspite of the fact that 
Musl ims have freedom to profess their religion and fol low their 
rel igious teachings. But majori ty of the people are non Muslims 
and they are actually ruling the country and this rule is of secular 
nature. '^ According to Maulana Khalilur Rahman Umri and 
Abdul lah Jalan Umri, India has peculiar si tuation. Its consti tut ion 
is not based on the Shariat's rules. But it is also not at war with 
Musl ims, so it is darul kufr which has many shades and one of 
them is secular g o v e r n m e n t . I n t e r e s t i n g by enough, Maulana 
Abul Hasan Ali (Darul Ulum Islamia Arabia, Malt iwala , Gujrat) 
def ines legal position of India in the light of its const i tut ion. He 
thinks that, it is a kind of pact between d i f ferent communit ies of 
the country. So it would be more reasonable to call it darul 
muahidah. But, of course, it is a part of darul kufr?^ Apart from 
these there are other jur is ts including Muft i Habibur Rahman, 
Muft i Muhammad Zafi ruddin, Muft i Muhammad Abdul lah who 
also considered India darul ahd . They argued almost on the same 
19. Shams Peer Zadah, "Maslah Sud" , ivta/allah Fiqh Islami, op. cit., p.290. 
20 . Khalil al Rahman Umri, Abdullah Jolan Umri, "Sud Ka Maslah", Majallab ftqh Islami p.323. 
21 Abul Hasan Ali, Riba Ki tariff Aur ous Key Ahkam wa Masail, majallah fiqh islami, op.cit, 
p:354 
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line that Indian constitution is a Icind of pact tiirough which 
rel igious f reedom, security of l ife and property and honour was 
guaranteed to Muslims. So India may be called darul ahd?^ 
Majori ty of the Indian ulama are of the opinion that India of 
present days is darul amn. Maulana Khalid Sa i fu l lah Rahmani is 
one of strong supporter of this view. According to him non Musl im 
countr ies may be divided into three categor ies . First where 
Musl ims cannot live as a rel igious community, second where state 
has its own religion but tolerates other rel igious communi t ies . The 
third one is where state has no religion of its own but al lows every 
rel igious community to profess , practice and propaga te their 
rel igion and religious teachings India comes under the third 
category, where government is based on secular democra t ic setup 
and Musl ims are also part icipants of this government . As ci t izens 
Musl ims have same rights as given to fol lowers of other re l ig ions . 
Moreover , Muslim personal law is safe so this is a fi t case for a 
land (like India) being darul amn}^ In view of Maulana Abdul 
Rahim Qasmi also India is darul amn. He argued that af ter 
part i t ion of this country Muslims were in utter con fus ion with no 
Amir ul mominin to lead them. Those Musl ims who resided in 
India or migrated from Pakistan and settled here, the const i tuent 
22 Fatawa Register, Dar ul Uloom Deoband ,{written fatawa number (1860-v) , Dated 24-3-
2001. 
23. Khalid Saifullah Rahmani, Jadid Fiqhi Masail, Qazi Publishers and Distributors, Delhi 1991, 
2/260-261, also Journal Bahs-o-Nazar "Ghair Muslim Mamalik Main Musalmans Kay 
Masai!", Islami Fiqha Academy, New Delhi, Oct-Dec. 2000, pp.36-37. 
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assembly guaranteed them religious f reedom and other 
fundamenta l rights and retained their personal law, so it is better 
to consider India darul amn?''^ Maulana Muhammad Rizwan Qasmi, 
(Pr incipal of Darul Ulum, Sabeel al-Islam, Hyderabad) also placed 
India under the same category and thought that all democrat ic 
countr ies of the present days were neither darul Islam nor darul 
harb. They are actually darul amn He agreed with Maulana 
Nizamuddin that India was like Habsha (modern Ethopia) of the 
per iod of Prophet Muhammad (SAW) where Mus l ims lived 
peacefu l ly . It was darul amn for them and the same is the case in 
India for Muslims under secular democrat ic state.^^ Maulana 
Jameel Ahmad Nadvi (Jamia Arabia Ahya ul Ulum, Mubarakpur , 
Azamgarh) also considered India darul amn. But he gave another 
a rgument and that is the conditions laid down by Abu Hani fah for 
a country being darul harb did not exist in India even the 
condi t ions of peace and fear laid by him are not appl icable on 
India. Because both communities Muslims and non Musl ims are 
res iding peaceful ly in this c o u n t r y . M a u l a n a Junaid Alam Qasmi 
(Naib Amir-Imarat Shariah phulwari Shareef, Patna),^^ Maulana 
2 8 Ateeq Ahmad Qasmi and Maulana Ubaidul lah Asadi (Jamia 
24 Abdul Rahim Qasmi, Riba Ki Haqiqat. Majallah Fiqh hiami, op c i t , pp 516-517 
25 Muhammad Rizwan Qasmi, Bank interest, Majallah Fiqh hianu, op c i t , p 328 
26 Jameel Ahmad Nadvi, Sud Ka Maslah. Majallah Fiqh Islaini, p 343 
27 Junaid Alam Nadvi, Sud Ka Maslah, Majallah Fiqh fslami, p 373 
28 Ateeq Ahmad Qasmi, Gair Muslim Mamalik Mem Musalmanu Kay Masail, Bahs-o-Nazar, 
Isiami Fiqh Academy, Delhi, January-March 2001, p 28 
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Arabia, Hathuora Banda) expressed the same view about India 
being darul amn. The first two gave the usual argument and the 
later stated that India was darul amn because it did not have open 
conf l ic t with the Muslims nor the non-Musl ims are harbi for 
Muslims.^^ 
Muf t i Sayeed Zafar Alam Nadvi and Muf t i Nasir Ali 
(Nadwat-ul Ulum, Lucknow) agreed with Maulana Ubaidullah 
Asadi that India is not darul harb, because it is applied to that part 
of darul kufr which is at war or in condition of war with Musl ims 
and this situation did not exist in India. Moreover , Musl ims of 
India have f reedom to act upon their rel igious teachings which 
cou ldn ' t be given to them in darul harb. Therefore India could not 
be treated as darul harb but darul amn?^ 
Another modern scholar Sayed Amin Hasan Rizvi considered 
India darul muahidah and thought that India had a peculiar 
s i tuat ion. It is a federal state where Musl ims are part of the 
government and as a citizens of the country they have f reedom of 
thought and expression and that of religious pract ices . They also 
take part in parl iamentary a f fa i r s including its legis lat ive 
funct ioning . He also expressed his view that modern concept of 
c i t izenship have replaced the old concept of ummah. In his view in 
the present situation India jur idical ly cannot be in terpreted in 
29. Muhammad Ubaidullah Asadi, Riba Ki Shari Haisiyat, Majallah fiqh Islami, op. cit., p.410. 
30. Whtlen Fatawa of Nadwatul Ulum, Lucknow. dated, 20-2-1422/2001. 
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terms of darul Islam or darul harb. So it is better to call it darul 
muahidah}^^^ Maulana Jalaluddin Umri the noted scholar and 
author of the well-known book, ''Islam aur Ghair Muslimon se 
Taelluqat" stated that India has a consti tut ional government its 
const i tut ion was draf ted and framed joint ly by Hindus and 
Musl ims. The structure of const i tut ional government is based on 
secularism and democracy. The Musl ims like other communit ies 
are given right of nationali ty and other rights as ci t izens of the 
country. According to the const i tut ion every community has 
re l igious freedom and is permit ted to fol low its rel igion and 
re l igious laws. The Muslims can run their schools, establ ish, Zakat 
system and make arrangement for disposal of their cases according 
to Islamic law. Moreover, they have right to own and manage their 
movable and immovable property. According to the learned 
scholar in such condit ions India cannot be said darul Islam as 
Is lamic laws are not enforced here, nor it is darul ahd because the 
state had given them the rel igious f reedom within some 
condi t ions . In the same way India did not belong to the category of 
darul baghi and darul sulh because it did not revolt against darul 
Islam nor did it make any kind of peace pact with Is lamic state. In 
his opinion India is darul harb of a peculiar type where Muslims 
and other communit ies have right to act upon their re l igious laws 
31. Sayed Amin Hasan Rizvi, Ijtihad Aur Masail-i-ljiihad, Bharat Offset Press, New Delhi, 1998, 
pp. 313-315. 
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f reely. They have right to defend themselves against any kind of 
in jus t ice and oppression. He at last expressed his view in such a 
way while discussing legal status of India it is very close to darul 
harh but migration form such kind of darul harb is not 
necessary.^^ 
Sayeed Ahmad Akbarabadi , the noted scholar and the author 
of the famous Urdu book, on legal posit ion of India {Hindustan ki 
Shari Haisiyat) is of the view that jur is t ic concept of darul Islam 
and darul harb could not be applied to India in the present 
s i tuat ion. In the light of the writ ings of earlier jur i s t s and ulama 
he came to the conclusion there may be three types of countries. 
1. The country dominated and ruled by non-Musl ims and the 
Musl ims have no power or share in its adminis t ra t ion. 
2. The country dominated and ruled by Musl ims and non-
Musl ims are polit ically powerless therein. 
3. The country ruled by Muslims and non-Musl ims jointly.^^ 
Of all these three categories of land, only first one could be 
considered darul harb in Juridical sense as has been clar if ied in 
d i f fe ren t fiqh works including al-Mabsut, Multaqa al Abhur, Kitab 
ul Fusul and al-Fatawa al-Bazzaziah/'^ With these points in view 
Maulana Akbarabadi has critically examined the clauses of the 
32. Jalaluddin Umri, Hindustan Ki Siiari wa Qanuni Haisiyat, Maja/lah Tahqiqal-i-Islami, Idarah 
Tahqiq wa Tasnif Islami, Aligarh,Ju!y-September-2001, pp.251-252, 254-255. 
33. Sayeed Aiimad Akbarabadi, Hindustan Ki Siiari Haisiyat, Aligarh Muslim University Press, 
1968,pp:56-58. 
34. Ibid, pp:62-64. 
Indian const i tut ion and the polit ical situation prevai l ing in his own 
t imes. In this regard his f indings are: 
a. India is a secular democrat ic country in which the 
government did not belong to any rel igion. So the condi t ion 
of dominance of unbelievers {Istila-i-kuffar) could not be 
applied to this country. 
b. All the citizens had equal rights and accordingly the 
Musl ims are part icipants of government. 
c. The Muslim have religious f reedom. They can prac t i se and 
propagate religion openly. 
d. The Muslims have freedom of expression and wri t ing and 
they also enjoy freedom of profess ion and business . 
e. India has diplomatic relat ionship with every Muslim 
country and it has very close ties with several Muslim 
countr ies . 
f. North-Western borders of India are ad jo in ing the Muslim 
countr ies which extended from Lahore to Moracco . 
In view of these conditions, India could not be cons idered darul 
harb. He also disagreed with those ulama who considered India 
darul amn or darul ahd and treated them as a part of darul harb.^^ 
He stated that peace and war were contradictory to each other ; so 
it is unreasonable to say that darul amn was part of darul harb. In 
35. Ibid,pp:7I-72. 
36. Ibid, pp.73-74. 
fact darul amn and darul ahd are two d i f fe rent and separate 
categories and in view of this fact it may be said, there are four 
kinds of dars, darul Islam, darul harb, darul aman and darul 
a h d ? ^ He further argued that relat ionship between two countr ies 
or nat ions are generally of three types. (1) Neutral i ty (2) Treaty or 
Al l iance (3) War or hostil i ty. 
These three si tuations are distinct f rom each other, and on 
the basis of this division there may be three categories of land, 
darul amn, darul ahd and darul harb and if darul Islam is added to 
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them it would make four categories of land. In the same 
re fe rence he also quoted Shaikh Muhammad Abu Zuhra, a modern 
Egyptian Jurist who thought that darul ahd was a permanent 
category of land and not a part of darul harb?^ 
According to the learned author none of the four terms could 
be applied to India. On account of being a secular country it 
cannot be considered darul Islam. As regard darul ahd and darul 
aman these also could not be used for India. Because these terms 
are applied to those si tuations where Musl ims and non Muslims 
have some kind of agreement or pact and this is not found in case 
of India where both are part and parcel of the same government . 
He fur ther pointed out that India may be called darul ahd but for 
those Muslim countries who have fr iendly relat ion with India and 
37. Ibid,p.75. 
38. Ibid, p.90 
39. Ibid, p.92 
have d i f fe rent kind of ties with this c o u n t r y . A s far as posi t ion 
of India for those Muslims who are residing herein is concerned, it 
is to be interpreted in quite di f ferent term. Keeping in view the 
Indian const i tut ion, the actual posit ion of Muslims in India and the 
changing nature of the international relat ionship, it is actually al 
darul watani al-qaumi (the land of nationali ty or nat ional home) 
for them.^' 
Elaborat ing the point, Maulana Sayeed Ahmad Akbarabadi , 
stated that inspite of d i f fe rence of religion, language, colour and 
caste every Indian consti tut ionally belonged to one nation and 
Musl ims are a prominent consti tuent of the same. In fact India did 
not belong to any religion or group, but to all those who adopted 
Indian nationali ty. In this way it became dar al watan al qaumi 
(Nat ional home) for Indian Muslims. 
A modern scholar of Pakistan and director of Idarah Saqafat 
Is lamiah, Muhammad Sharif says, that the basis of Indian 
const i tu t ion is secular not rel igious. It gives f reedom of fai th, 
act ion and practice as well as profession of rel igion, as Islam 
gives to others. In this sense the Islamic state of Pakis tan and the 
secular state of India, Austral ia and America are same.^^ Another 
Pakis tani scholar Saghir Ahmad Masumi is of the view that India 
40. Ibid, p.95. 
41. Ibid,p.96. 
42. Ibid, pp.102-103. 
43. Tanzilur Rahman, Majmva Quwanin-i-hlam. Idarah Tahqiqat Islami, Islamabad, 1991, 
5/1927. 
and South Africa are neither darul harb nor darul Islam because 
the terms darul harb and darul Islam f ramed by jur i s t s on the 
basis of war like situation prevailed at their period. These could 
not be applied nowadays to those countries where peace prevails 
and disturbance is not found. Instead, on account of their unique 
adminis trat ive system, Muslims are residing peacefu l ly and they 
take part in political i ssues/affa i rs of these countr ies . In these 
countr ies rights of minorit ies are protected. Not only this Muslims 
are f ree to profess their religion and hold congregat ional prayers 
of Friday and Bid openly. So it is not logical to consider such 
countr ies to be darul harb. His point of view leads that India and 
Afr ica are darul amn.'^^ 
Muslims residing in Post - Independence India have religious, 
pol i t ical and social f reedom. They have right to c i t izenship and 
they keep movable and immovable property they have right to 
profess and propagate their religion within const i tut ional 
c i rcumference of this country. Moreover jur i s t ic terms darul harb 
and darul Islam for deciding the legal status of a country will not 
be totally applicable here. Some part of Is lamic law are in 
operat ion without any restr ict ion. At the same t ime Musl ims face 
threat to life which happen time to time due to communal riots so 
the concept of complete peace for a country being darul Islam did 
44, Muhammad Saghir Hasan Masumi, "Riba aur darul harb", Majallah al-Rahim, Shah 
Waliullah Academy, Hyderabad. June. 1996, pp:71-72. 
not prevai l here. But the constitution of the country guarantees 
securi ty of life and property along with rel igious f reedom to every 
ci t izen. It may be called darul ahd which is synonymous to darul 
muahida. Moreover there is need of consensus of ulama about this 
important issue. 
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C H A P T E R S 
AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF HINDUSTAN 
KI SHARIHAISIYA T 
The problem of legal status of India during the British 
period and af terwards , as pointed out earlier, had at tracted many 
ulama and scholars of Indo-Pak subcontinent who examined and 
discussed it in d i f ferent ways. The importance of this problem is 
evident from the fact that some separate books and treat ises were 
writ ten about the same. One such work was Hindustan Ki Shari 
Haisiyat written by Maulana Sayeed Ahmad Akbarabadi (1908-
1985). the noted scholar and former Dean Faculty of Theology 
(A.M.U.Aligarh) . The work published by the Faculty of Theology 
in 1968 contained seventy four pages. The learned author was a 
dist inguished scholar of tradit ional sciences as well as well 
acquainted with modern knowledge. Apart f rom working as 
professor of theology in A.M.U. for about thirteen years, he was 
also associated with MacGill Universi ty as Visit ing Professor for 
three years. His scholarly works about Quran, Islamic his tory and 
other aspect of Islamic studies test i fy to his command over 
fundamental sciences of Islam {tafsir. Hadith, fiqh) as well as 
Arabic and Persian language." 
. For details about life and works of Maulana Akbarabadi see M.Y.M. Siddique, "Maulana Sayeed 
Ahmad Akbarabadi, Fikr-o-Nazar, (Aligarh Muslim University), Vol. 2, March 1991, pp. 39-43 
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The present Urdu work, though brief is a \"ery 
comprehensive and critical study of the problem under discussion. 
An important aspect of this work is that, f irst of all, the author 
thoroughly examined the views of the ulama of his own and earlier 
per iod and then evaluated their argument one by one. Secondly, he 
gave his own assessment of the situation that prevai led in India in 
the Bri t ish and post-Bri t ish period with regard to Musl ims. Thirdly 
he presented his own f indings about legal status of India keeping 
in view the old juridical division of land, the new types of 
countr ies and the rights of Muslim minori t ies in modern 
democracies . 
At the outset of his discussion Maulana Akbarabadi had 
taken note of two works- Hindustan Aur Darul harb and Faisalah 
al-Adlam f i darul harb in Islam, published from Darul Ishat-i 
Rahmani (Munger) and Maktaba Darul Tablig (Deoband) 
respect ively. The first work was ascribed to famous muhaddis 
Maulana Anwar Shah Kashmiri (1875-1933) and the second was 
stated to have been written by Maulana Rashid Ahmad Gangohi (d. 
1905). In both the works India was declared to be darul harb. In 
view of internal evidences, Maulana Akbarabadi thought that both 
are identical and written by single author and that Maulana Anwar 
Shah was actually transcriber (not the author) of the first treatise.^ 
2. Sayeed Ahmad Akbarabadi, Hinduslan Ki Shari Haisiyal, A.M.U. Press ,Aligarh, 1968.pp:32-33 
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Moreover , with references to an addressed delivered by Maulana 
Kashmiri at Peshawar in Dec. 1927 A.D. Maulana Akbarabadi 
pointed out that he considered India darul aman or darul ahd (and 
not darul harb). He also observed that rules for such countr ies 
should be brought out f rom the authent ic / /^ /z-works . 
Examining the treatise of Maulana Rashid Ahmad Gangohi , 
Maulana Akbarabadi stated, that the views expressed therein about 
the legal posit ion of India had contradict ion with his opinion given 
in other writ ings. For example, in one of his fa twa recorded in 
fatawa-i Rashidiah he did not say anything clearly about this 
matter and he simply stated that this problem still required to be 
examined and studied thoroughly.^ Maulana Akbarabadi fur ther 
observed that it was perplexing that he first categorical ly declared 
India to be darul harb and later he considered the issue to be 
examined a f r e s h . T h i r d l y , he pointed out that at the end of 
t reat ise of the Maulana Gangohi, Maulana Muhammad Sahul 
Usmani had written comments in which he stated that once on his 
enquiry, Maulana Gangohi had declared India to be darul aman.^ 
According to Maulana Akbarabadi this complicated problem 
could not be solved without studying it in the background of 
pol i t ical and social condit ions that prevailed in India in 18"' -19"^ 
3. Ibid, p:34, also Rashid Ahmad Gangohi. Faiawa-i-Rashidia, Muhammad Sayeed and Sons, 
Tajiran Kutub, Karachi, (n.d.), p. 430. 
4. Sayeed Ahmad Al<barabadi, op. cit., p. 35. 
5. Ibid, p. 35. 
centuries. With reference to the writ ing of Shah Waliulah Dehlvi 
(1703-1763) . Maulana stated that in later Mughal period the 
poli t ical situation was not favourable for the Musl ims. On the 
other hand, their social and moral life was su f fe r ing from 
weakness and decadence and the condit ion was more deplorable in 
case of ruling class. Besides, in those days there was no security 
of l ife, property and honour of the Muslims. Many internal and 
external enemies and opponents of Musl ims were working 
cont inuously against their interest. In this s i tuat ion, the ulama of 
the period had started to think whether India, which had been 
darul Islam for more than six hundred years remained in the same 
posi t ion or not. In view of Maulana Akbarabadi though Shah 
Waliul lah did not clearly use the term darul harb for India of that 
period but in whatever way posit ion of Musl ims was depected by 
him gives the impression that they were not l iving in any darul 
Islam. In the same context, Maulana Akbarabadi pointed out that 
later on his son Shah Abdul Aziz (d. 1824) did not hesi tate to 
issue fatwa to the effect that India had become darul harb. The 
same point was also explained by him in course of his discussion 
about the use of interest in those days India. He was also 
supported by many other ulama with regard to the legal posi t ion of 
India. For example, Maulana Abdul Hai ( d . l 8 2 8 ) proc la imed that 
the whole terri tories of the Christ ians ( f rom Calcut ta to Delhi and 
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adjoin ing regions till the north-west f ront ier) have become darul 
harb as un-Islamic bel iefs and tradit ions prevailed everywhere in 
these terri tories and no concern is shown to the Shariat rule. In 
this context Maulana Akbarabadi had referred to the observat ion 
of a British writer that with rising of the pol i t ical power of 
Bri t ishers in India the att i tude of ulama towards them was 
becoming harsher and their stand point (India being darul harb) 
was gett ing more strength. Maulana Akbarabadi also observed that 
this si tuation had prompted some ulama especial ly Sayyed Ahmad 
Shaheed Bareilvi to declare that waging jihad against them and 
over throwing their rule had become obligatory for Musl ims. This 
view was fur ther endorsed by a fatwa signed by thirty eighty 
leading ulama and theologians of Delhi.^ This his tor ic fatwa had 
played very important role in the first f reedom war of 1857A.D. 
Though the Muslims could not get success in this war, but the 
Mujahideen continued their struggle for gett ing f reedom from the 
Bri t ishers . 
In view of Maulana Akbarabadi the si tuation somehow got 
changed af ter 1857A.D. When the Bri t isher overcame this 
disturbed situation their position became more strong. 
Subsequently they at tempted to bring peace and calm and gave 
assurance to the Indians for rel igious f reedom and securi ty of their 
6. Ibid, pp. 39-41 
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l ife and property. They also promised to provide them opportuni ty 
in government services. They further succeeded in the 
es tabl ishment of a consti tutional government in this country. In 
this s i tuat ion the Muslims had got good chance to develop their 
social and economic position and to work for the development of 
their own culture and civilization.^ 
Discuss ing all these developments in detail , Maulana thought 
that the si tuation in 19"" century had got changed f rom 18*'' one. 
For this reason the att i tude of ulama with regard to legal posi t ion 
of India had been di f ferent for d i f ferent per iods . So if we find 
three d i f fe ren t opinions of Maulana Gangohi about this issue it 
should be no matter of surprising. These three opinions actually 
indicate to three si tuations pre-1857, the dis turbed si tuat ion 
around 1857 and the period of polit ical stabil i ty of the Brit ish 
government in the last part of the 19"' century. In fact , it was with 
regard to the third phase of the British dominat ion which was 
explained by Maulana Gangohi in term of darul aman. It is 
important to point out that later on Maulana Mohammad Qasim 
Nanautavi went ahead and inclined to consider India of that period 
darul Islam, though he was not fully sat isf ied with this point of 
view. Besides, Maulana Muhammad Abul Hai Firangi Mahli 
(1848-1886) , a well known theologian of pos t -1857 per iod, clearly 
7. Ibid, pp. 42-43 
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declared India lo be darul Islam. He thought that India of that 
period could not be considered darul harb in accordance with the 
condit ion laid down by Imam Abu Hanifah and his two chief 
disciples for darul Islam and darul harb. The same kind of fatwa 
was also issued by some ulama of Bengal including Maulana 
Karamat Ali (1800-1873).'^ 
Moreover, a number of Indian ulama of the period issued 
fatwa for migration (hijrat) from this country non-cooperat ion 
with Brit ishers, lawfulness of Joining National Congress and for 
the co-operation with Khilafat movement. In view of Maulana 
Akbarabadi it is an important matter to find out that what was the 
s tandpoint of the ulama (who were carrying on all these 
movements) about legal position of India. If their s truggle had 
been within lawful means then the legal posi t ion of the country 
would be different . But if they had given consent for violence and 
breaking state laws it would mean they had another at t i tude about 
this country. In this connection Maulana Akbarabadi cited the 
statement of some ulama part icularly Anwar Shah Kashmiri who 
considered India darul aman or darul ahd and did not think it 
permiss ible to loot and plunder or to take away property of the 
Ibid, pp. 43-46. 
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Brit isher unlawful ly as it would be against agreement or pact at 
which they arrived with them practically.^ 
Maulana Akbarabadi is also of the view that very harsh 
at t i tude of ulama against Brit ishers actually ref lec ted their urge 
for drastic change in political setup of India and its emonicipat ion 
f rom the foreign rule. At the same time, there were some eminent 
Hanafi jur is ts in India like Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanvi who in 
spi te of their opposit ion to the Britishers, did not consider the 
country as darul harb. Even they were opposed to causing any 
monetary loss to the government of the period. Besides , the well 
known of ulama of Ahl-Al-Hadith school of thought nei ther treated 
India darul harb, nor they were in favour of waging jihad against 
the Bri t isher as it has been clearly explained by Maulana 
Muhammad Husain Lahori in his treatise al-Iqtisad f i Masail al-
jihad. The author of this work was also of the opinion that the 
country where Muslims have rel igious f reedom would be called 
darul Islam though it had been occupied and ruled by non-
Musl ims. The well known Ahl-al Hadith scholar Maulvi Nazir 
Ahmad (d . l902) , the famous translator of Holy Quran was also 
opposed to treating India of the British period as darul harb.^^ 
It is quite evident from the comments of Maulana 
Akbarabadi on the statements of d i f fe rent ulama, that he agreed 
9. Jbid, pp. 46-48. 
10. Ibid, pp. 50-51 
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with those ulama who considered India of the British period 
(especial ly in last part of their rule) as darul aman or darul ahd). 
While discussing the issue of legal status of India the 
present work was not only confined to the Brit ish period, it also 
examined the view of di f ferent ulama especially that of Deoband 
school of thought about India of post-Brit ish period along with 
their respect ive arguments. The learned author evaluated their 
views under the parameter of the consti tution of India and the 
actual posi t ion prevail ing in those days. First of all, he took into 
considerat ion the views of Mualana Minatul lah Mugeri (1914-
1991), chief of the Irnaral Shariah Bihar and of Maulana 
Muhammad Mian (1903-1975). former chief of Jamiat Ulama-i-
Hind who treated Independent India as darul harb. According to 
Maulana Akbarabadi the latter was of the opinion that a country 
where Muslims are under the authority of non-Musl ims and there 
is no government-recognized Insti tution or leader of the Muslims 
to look-af te r their interest is to be called darul harb. Maulana 
Akbarabadi has also mentioned some muft is of Darul Ulum 
(Deoband) who supported Maulana Muhammad M i a n ' s stand point. 
Comment ing on the views of these ulama Maulana Akbarabadi 
observed that according to them, the matter of a country being 
darul harb depended on the majori ty of non-Musl ims and their 
poli t ical domination in that land, but he thought that this problem 
1 1 r. 
is not so simple or easy to be decided in this way. Accordingly 
Maulana Akbarabadi thoroughly examined this issue with 
re fe rence to the well-known //^/z-works of Hanafi School. In 
course of his discussion he had particularly examined the 
def in i t ion of darul Islam and darul harb as well as condit ions for 
t ransmission of one into another as explained by Imam Abu 
Hani fah and his two chief disciples namely Imam Abu Yusuf and 
Imam Muhammad. In the same context Maulana has discussed the 
Jur idical term Istila (dominat ion) which was considered as basis 
for t reat ing country as a darul ahrb. Af ter explaining the term in 
the light of writ ings of jur is ts , Maulana has given his own 
comment which is of much importance. In his opinion it is quite 
clear f rom the words of earlier jur is ts , that the Istila would be 
applied to those countries where Muslims have no rel igious 
f reedom and have no share in state administrat ion. It means that if 
in any country where Muslims have par t ic ipat ion in state 
adminis t ra t ion or are not part of government but they have 
rel igious f reedom, legally Istila (of non-Muslim) would not be 
es tabl ished and that country would not be designated as darul 
harb.^^ 
After a thoroughly discussion about darul Islam and darul 
harb form jur idical point of view Maulana Akbarabadi pointed out 
Ibid, pp. 54-64. 
that for ariving at a conclusion about legal status of India, it is 
very much necessary to assess the actual position prevai l ing in the 
country. Then it would be decided that India comes under darul 
Islam or darul harb or some other categories of land. In this 
regard Maulana Akbarabadi had very closely examined the 
const i tut ion of India especially in the context of right and 
pr ivi leges of Muslims and then he had given his own assessment 
about the actual position with regard to rel igious f reedom and 
socio-economic rights held by Indian Muslims in post -Bri t i sh 
period. 
According to Maulana Akbarabadi after independence Indian 
government was formed on the basis of par l iamentar ian system of 
democracy. Under this government all the Indians have equal civil 
r ights without any discrimination. Every citizen has right of 
f ranchise and the government is formed by the people and it is run 
under the guidance of parliament and assemblies whose 
representat ives are elected by the people. As regards rel igious 
f reedom, the constitution grants the same to all Indians. The 
fo l lowers of each religion have freedom to establ ish their 
re l igious, educational and charitable institutions and manage them. 
It was also declared by the constitution that the government will 
be neutral in the matter of religion and it would be a secular state. 
Maulana Akbarabadi also clarified that there was also Supreme 
Court which was authorised not only to interpret the clauses of the 
const i tut ion, it was also given responsibil i ty of providing 
protect ion to the rights of the citizens in case of violat ion by the 
state or any individual . '^ Maulana fur ther observed that rel igious, 
social , economic and political rights guaranteed by the 
const i tut ion to the Indians were practically held by the Muslims. 
He stated that Musl ims were not only per fo rming their rel igious 
duties freely they have also established rel igious inst i tut ions and 
propagate their religion without any hindrance. In the same way, 
they were free to adopt d i f ferent profess ions for their l ivel ihood 
and there was also no restriction on them to join the government 
services. Moreover, they have their representat ives in parl iament 
and assemblies and have part icipation in the state adminis t ra t ion 
in d i f fe ren t capacit ies. On the other hand, the Musl ims like other 
ci t izens are free to express their opinion about the government and 
to show their resentment publicly in case of in jus t ice or 
mal t reatment towards them. In this re fe rence Maulana 
Akabarabadi also pointed out that their might be cases of injust ice 
with the Muslims, infr ingement of their rights and that of loss of 
their l ife and property, but it could not be over looked that in such 
cases the Muslims have rights to complain to the government and 
to seek jus t ice from the court. 
12. Ibid, pp. 66-68, 
13. Ibid, pp. 68-71. 
In the light of above discussion Maulana came to the 
conclusion; 
1. India is a secular democratic country which is not a state of 
any part icular religion or rel igious group, so the jur id ica l 
term Istila (domination of non-Musl ims) could not be 
applied to this country. 
2. All citizen have equal rights and the Musl ims are also 
par t ic ipants in the state administrat ion. 
3. According to the consti tution Muslims are given re l igious 
f reedom. 
4. They have economic freedom and have right of expression of 
their thought. 
5. The Indian government had diplomatic re la t ionship with 
Muslim countries and with some of them had very close ties. 
6. North west frontier of India is adjoining Musl ims countr ies . 
From these points Maulana Akbarabadi brought out his clear 
cut stand that India of present time could not be considered darul 
harb.^^ Now the question arises that if India is not darul harb then 
what is this? Before replying to this question Maulana has 
at tempted to dispel some misconceptions. 
In his opinion it is misconception that according to Is lamic 
law there are only two types of land, darul Islam and darul harb 
14. Ibid. pp. 70-72 
and that both are opposite to each other which implies that if a 
country is not darul Islam it would be necessari ly darul harb or 
vise verse. This concept has developed d i f fe rences of opinion 
among the Indian ulama about the legal posit ion of Brit ish India. 
Secondly it is also wrong to consider darul ahd and darul aman as 
a part of darul harb. In his view it is not right to conf ine the 
ca tegor ies of land only within the two popular ones and to 
cons ider darul aman a part of darul harb. He wondered that how it 
can be said that their is one kind of fire that does not burn. In fact 
darul aman and darul ahd are not two types of darul harb. These 
are actually separate and independent categories of land. In this 
way there are four categories of dar in Islamic law and not only 
two as generally thought. '^ 
Maulana Akbarabadi here emphasised that Quran has 
descr ibed three categories of non Muslims. (1) peace- lov ing non-
Musl ims , who do not give trouble to the Muslims, (2) those non-
Musl ims who have agreement with the Muslims (3) warr ing or 
combatant group of non-Muslims. Accordingly the Holy Book had 
laid down rules and regulat ions for treating and deal ing with them. 
He fur ther observed that relat ionships between two countr ies are 
general ly of three kinds: (1) Neutrali ty (2) treaty or a l l iance (3) 
host i l i ty or state of war. All these si tuations are separate from 
15. Ibid, pp. 73-75. 
each other and not dependent on or subordinate to each other. In 
this way, the non-Muslims countries may be also divided into 
three categories namely darul amn, darul ahd and darul harh}^ 
Maulana had quoted here some well known fiqh-vs/ovks such as al-
siyar ul-Kabir to bring forth the point that earl ier jur i s t s also 
recognised some other dars in addition to darul Islam and darul 
harb. In support of his view, Maulana Akbarabadi had also made 
re fe rence to the writ ings of some modern jur i s t s including Shaikh 
Muhammad Abu Zuhra and Shaikh Abdul Qadir Audah. Maulana 
had concluded this discussion with the observat ion that the 
division of land exclusively into darul harb and darul Islam by the 
jur i s t s of the early Abassid period was actually in accordance with 
the emergent situation which was confront ing the Musl ims world 
over in those days. 
Proceeding from this discussion Maulana Akbarabadi came 
to the main question that if India is not darul harb then what is its 
posi t ion? Responding to the same Maulana clearly stated as it was 
not darul harb and darul Islam, in the same way it could not be 
considered darul aman and darul ahd. Explaining its reason he 
pointed out that issue of legal position of India has two aspects . 
Its posi t ion with regard to Muslim countries and its status for the 
Musl ims of this country itself. According to him, it is darul ahd 
16. Ibid, p. 90. 
17. Ibid, pp. 92-93. 
for Musl im countries and the scope of its relat ionship with them 
may d i f fe r from one to another in accordance with the nature of 
co-operat ion and partnership in different matters among them. As 
regards its posit ion for Muslims it cannot be interpreted in term 
of any of the four above mentioned types of countr ies . The reason 
for India not being darul harb had been already explained and 
since it is a secular state it cannot be treated as darul Islam. 
Mualana Akbarabadi vary strongly opposed those ulama who 
considered India of British period darul Islam. The view that India 
is also not darul aman or darul ahd is evident f rom the fact that 
exis tence of these two types of countries is possible in a situation 
where Musl ims are one party and non-Muslims form another party 
and there is relat ionship of muahid (one who makes agreement) 
and mustamin (protected person or one gets security as a result of 
this agreement) among them. In the opinion of Maulana 
Akbarababi this is not existent in case of Indian Musl ims and non-
Musl ims, because inaccordance with the consti tut ion both are one 
nation and the government is run by this nation under the guidance 
of the const i tut ion which is being protected and implemented by 
the government . For this reason whatever rights and pr ivi leges are 
avai lable to the Muslims are given by the const i tut ion and not by 
the major i ty people (non-Muslims). So India can not be darul ahd 
1 8 for its Muslim citizens. 
Signif icant ly enough Maulana had explained the legal 
posi t ion of India in a quite new term. He pointed out that 
re la t ionship among the people of different re l igions in a country 
and the nature of International relationship which existed earl ier is 
qui te d i f fe ren t from the present one. In fact, the earl ier jur idical 
divis ion of countries and that of their people cannot be applied to 
the modern states. In this reference Maulana Akbarabadi stressed 
the point that sometimes the provisions of law or jur idical 
opinions are changed in the new s i t u a t i o n s . I t is a well known 
fact that previously there has been concept of rulers and subjects 
and in many cases the subject were divided into two parts (1) 
those who were fol lowers of religion of rulers (2) those who were 
fo l lowers of other religions. The both may be called ci t izens in 
modern sense and be considered equal in fundamenta l r ights , but 
the fact is that they dif fered from each other in some matters . 
Elabora t ing the point Maulana stated that in the present poli t ical 
setup subjects were replaced by citizenship or nat ional i ty and with 
the change of nature of the countries the posi t ion of their 
inhabi tants also got changed. In modern period government is the 
representa t ive of the common people which is formed by the 
18. Ibid. pp. 95-97. 
19. Ibid, pp. 97-98. 
process of election and it is quite di f ferent from the old feudal 
system of government or imperial form of the state. Now there is 
concept of state which had terri torial sovereignty. This sort of the 
state is universally recognised and is largely adopted by Muslims 
and non-Muslim countries in the whole world and their 
international relations and mutual dealings are governed by the 
principles of new states . 
In view of the new polit ical setup and changing nature of the 
modern states, Maulana Akbarabadi thought that it was very 
dif f icul t to apply the old jur idical division of land to the Muslim 
and non-Muslim countries of the present time. In fact , hardly any 
Muslim and non-Muslim country of modern period fu l f i l s the 
conditions laid down by the jur is ts of the classical period for 
darul-Islam and darul harb. If the Muslim countr ies of present 
days are to be called darul Islam, so the old defini t ion of this dar 
required to be changed to conform it to the modern Musl im state. 
On the other hand, new concept of ci t izenship and nat ional i ty 
which is being universally recognised by the Muslims and non-
Muslims demands that a new dar or new category of country is 
formed which may be called al-waian al-quami (National home). 
This may be aptly applied to India. Because, all Indians in spite 
of d i f fe rence of religion, language, colour and race are one nation. 
Accordingly all these people including Muslims are being treated 
equally with regard to passport, civil rights and national and 
internat ional relat ionship. So India is not a land of people of any 
par t icular rel igion or group. It is native land of all those people 
who have Indian nationality or are part of Indian nat ion. With 
re fe rence to the Holy Quran and Hadith, Maulana Akbarabadi has 
emphasised that Islam recognizes the concept of watan or national 
home. In the Holy Quran Prophets have f requent ly addressed the 
people of the land ( to whom they have been sent) in term of Va 
qaumana, Ya qaumi (oh our people, oh my people) . Moreover , in 
the famous const i tut ion of Madinah of the Prophet 's t ime Muslims 
and Jews of that city came to be collectively refer red to as 
Ummatan Wahidah and on this basis rules and regula t ions were 
laid down for social and political relat ionship between them. So 
Madinah became the native land for all those people who were 
included in this ummah. Maulana Sayeed Ahmad Akbarabadi 
concluded his discussion with the remark that legal posi t ion of 
India for its Muslim inhabitants can be best def ined as al-waton 
al-qaumi (National home) for which obviously there are separate 
rules to be fo l lowed. Lastly Maulana rightly observed that in view 
of this status of India for Muslims it is their duty to take stand 
against oppression and injustice and to make maximum e f fo r t s for 
es tabl ishment of jus t ice , spread of goodness and prevent ion of 
evils. This will, of course, ensure the welfare of common people 
and protect their interest also.^" 
In view the above study Hindustan Ki Shari Haisiyat it may 
be said, that the learned author had studied the problem f rom 
di f ferent aspect in a very systematic way. His approach towards 
the wri t ing towards the Indo-Pak ulama about the issue is quite 
cri t ical . He not only thoroughly studied the earlier jur id ica l work 
on the def ini t ion of darul Islam and condit ion for t ransformat ion 
of one into another. He also examined. The views of Indo-Pak 
ulama about the legal status of India of the Brit ish and post-
Brit ish period to judge merits and demerits of the assessment of 
the Indian situation and determinat ion of legal status of India 
accordingly. A very important aspect of the present study of the 
Maulana Akbarabadi in his response to the question that whether 
jur idical ly or historically division of land in Islam was conf ined 
only within darul Islam and darul harb or there were some other 
categories of lands accordingly to his f indings. Some other 
categories such as darul ahd and darul aman was also recognised 
by some eminent jur is ts of Hanafi school and historical ly these 
existed in the Muslim world. It is also s ignif icant to point out that 
in the light of his own situation the who whole worlds part icular ly 
in the India and that of considerat ion of the nature of the 
20. Ibid, pp. 100-103. 
international relat ionship of the modern period. Maulana 
Akbarabadi thought that, there is need to def ine and form new 
categor ies of land and to bring out guidelines for its working f rom 
the Fiqh work. In this connect ion he had presented the concept of 
al-quam al-watani (National home) especially with regard to 
Indian Muslims. It has very importance and required to be 
considered and fur ther develop in the light of outl ines, given 
Maulana Akbarabadi in the present work under discussion. 
CONCLUSION 
It is a quite evident from our preceding discussion that the 
legal status of India in Islam was an important as well as 
controvers ia l matter about which a large number of ulama and 
scholars expressed their opinion and many of them put forward 
their arguments and evidences in support of the same. The history 
of the development of Islamic Jurisprudence shows that whenever 
any new si tuation or problem emerged in the Musl im society it 
also drew the attention of ulama of the period to be taken into 
considerat ion from juridical point of view. The occupat ion of 
India by the Bri t ishers in the 18"' century and subsequent 
development brought many problems for the Indian Musl ims. 
Some of them including legal status of India was considered very 
important from jur idical point of view as it would shape their 
a t t i tude towards the Brit ishers and also determine the nature of 
their re la t ionship with them. In fact many of the socio-economic 
problems of the period were connected with this issue. 
Accordingly , as our preceding discussion showed the legal 
posi t ion of the pre and post- independence India was examined by 
the contemporary ulama and jur is ts . A number of them expressed 
their views in form of fatwa, articles, treatises and books. But all 
these mater ia ls except few books were available in scat tered form. 
Nei ther , these were compiled in systematic way, nor subjected to a 
T o n 
crit ical analysis. Hence, it was quite dif f icul t to find out and go 
through them particularly in a situation when many old books 
conta in ing the opinion of ulama were out of print and could not be 
t raced. Secondly, in many cases the ulama had given their opinion 
not directly, but in reference to the use of interest or issue of 
Mus l ims ' relationship with non-Muslims including Hindus and 
Chris t ians . However, af ter collecting and examining the available 
material it became possible to find out and analyses the views of 
the Indo-Pak ulama about the legal position of India. 
The above study shows that Shah Abdul Aziz was the first 
Indian theologian and scholar to express his opinion in clear term 
that India of the British period was darul harb. A number of ulama 
of those days and the latter period came out with their opinion 
about the matter under discussion. Though it became a 
controvers ia l issue. But majority of the ulama supported the point 
of view of Shah Abdul Aziz. Apart from legal importance of his 
fatwa, it cannot be denied that it had also contributed to develop 
ant i -Bri t ish sentiments and gave great impetus to the f reedom 
s t ruggle . It also appears from the above discussion that in addit ion 
to darul harb and darul Islam, India of the British period was also 
t reated by some ulama as darul amn or darul aman which means 
that Musl ims enjoyed security of their life and property in those 
days. In fact, the arguments given by the ulama in support of their 
respect ive points of view lead to the conclusion that their 
d i f fe rences were actually based on the assessment of the si tuat ion 
of that period. 
Af te r India got independence, its legal status again became a 
subject of discussion among the contemporary ulama and scholars . 
The issue was examined by them afresh in the changed s i tuat ion. It 
is interest ing to observe that even in present t imes, the issue 
agi ta ted minds of many Indian jur is ts and scholars . However , it 
may be said in the light of the preceding discussion that post-
independence India came to be interpreted in d i f fe ren t legal terms 
including darul Islam, darul harb, darul kufr, darul amn. darul 
muahidah, darul hijrat, darul farar, darul fitan and darul watan 
al-qaumi. But majori ty of ulama treated India of those day as 
darul Amn, considering it a part of darul harb. There are three 
major causes for di f ferences in approach of the ulama of past and 
present times towards this much debated issue, (a) taking the 
Indian consti tut ion at its face value (b) giving considera t ion to the 
actual posit ion held by Muslims of modern India with regard to 
their rel igious, social and polit ical r ights (c) d i f fe ren t 
interpretat ions of the definit ion of darul Islam and darul harb and 
that of condit ions of t ransformation of the former into later one as 
given in the //^/7-works. Moreover, it may be also stated with 
regard to d i f ferent terms applied to India of the pos t - independence 
period that many of these terms {darul amn and darul sulh, darul 
kufr and darul fitan, darul hijrat and darul farar, darul muahidah 
and darul watan al-qaum) appeared to be distinct f rom each other 
are actually similar to each other in connotation and meaning. One 
of the important findings of the present study is that major i ty of 
the ulama defined the legal position of the pos t - independence 
India in term of darul amn and they did not think it reasonable to 
interpret it in the usual terms of darul harb or darul kufr. It is 
equally signif icant that some of them have ventured to explain the 
legal position of India in such a way (i.e. darul watani al-quam) 
that it may conform to the present situation as well as to modern 
connotat ion. As a matter of fact, a number of ulama have realised 
that the political setup of modern countries has got drast ic change 
(f rom the medieval one) especially with the rise of democrat ic and 
secular states and so. they have come to the conclusion that the 
old jur idical division of land/terri tories only into two categories 
{darul Islam and darul harb) has little re levance to the modern 
si tuation. 
GLOSSARY 
Ahkam al-Kufr 
Ahl al-bidat 
Ahl al-harb 
A Urn 
Al watan al-Qaumi 
Aman 
Amir ul Mum in in 
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Darul ahd 
Darul amn 
Darul baghi 
Darul fitan 
Darul harb 
Darul hijra 
Darul Iman 
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Territory with whom Musl ims have pact 
Territory where both Musl ims as well as 
non-Muslims reside peacefu l ly 
Territory of revolt 
Territory of violence 
Territory where Muslims are not in peace 
and where un-Islamic laws are dominant . 
Territory of migration 
Territory of belief 
Territory where Islamic rules prevai l and 
where Muslims are rulers as well as in 
dominant position. 
Darul Kufr 
Darul muahidah 
Darul sulh 
Darul Sharhwa fasad 
Eid 
Fatwa 
Fiqh 
Fuqha 
Habsha 
Hiba 
Hijra 
Harbi 
Ijma 
Territory of infidelity 
Territory of agreement 
Territory with whom Amir ul Muminin 
peace pact on payment of Jizya. 
Territory of wrong doings and violence. 
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Verdict : considered opinion given by a 
qualif ied scholar, a muft i or a muj tah id 
concerning a religious issue. 
Islamic Jurisprudence developed by 
Muslim jurists . The term is of ten used 
synonymously with Shariah. 
.lurists 
Modern Ethiopia 
Gift 
Migration 
People of enemy territory 
Consensus of ulama or general 
agreement of scholars concerning a 
juridical matter. 
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Ijtihad 
Istila 
Istifta 
Istila-i-Kuffar 
Jihad 
Jizyah 
Kufr 
Kuffor 
Mithaq al-Allah 
Muahidah 
Mubah 
Mustamin 
Qazi 
Self exertion, independent reasoning 
usually b> a qualif ied person to deduce 
Juridical ruling from the source material 
of the Shanah. 
Domination 
Legal quer> 
Domination of infidels 
War waged by Musl ims for the 
upliftment of religion and for defence of 
Islamic territory and its interests . 
Tribute or capitation tax 
Infidelity. 
In fidels. 
Pledge with Allah. 
Agreement. 
Permissible; actions for which neither 
an_\ reward nor any punishment is 
accorded. 
People under protection by consent 
.ludp.e 
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Rib a 
Qiyas 
Shariah 
Sir at 
Siyar 
Sulh 
Sunnah 
Ulama 
Ummah 
Zakat 
Zimmi 
Usur\ 
Analogical deduction aimed at extending 
a given ruling of the Quran and Sunnah 
to a new case on grounds of an ef fec t ive 
cause common to both new and original 
one. 
Islamic law which is applied for the 
regulat ion of life deduced f rom Quran, 
Sunnah and also from Ijma and Qiyas. 
Character or conduct of l i fe 
Conduct of state 
Friendship, peace agreement 
Teachings and pract ices of Prophet 
Mohammad (SAW) 
Islami scholar 
The Muslim community at large, 
i rrespective of colour, race, place of 
residence. language and nationali ty 
bonded by unity of fai th. 
legal charity given by Muslims on 
annual prof i t to help the poor and needy. 
Non-Musl ims under the protect ion of 
Islamic state. 
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